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DATEElMEMO
TO en Olsen/Jim "yer « FROM_Sem Olsen

February i, 1959

Please request oseillescopes and preamplitiers
and probes for the New York X.R.B. Convention.

Ren Olsen

@

DAP 984



December_28, 1989

TO Leren Prentice FROM Kenneth sen

ElMEMO DATE

We have built the pulse generators to tie on the oscillo-
scopes to trigger off-on equipment, but they look too ugly to
give away or sell to other people. It would be nice if we could
pot them in epoxy. Epoxy Products Company, whose catalog we
have, have very nice little shells for potting. We might buy
one of their round ones, about 3/4 inch in diameter, and maybe
3/4 inch high, and screw a banana pin into the center of the
bottom and drill holes for leads coming out the sides, and put
the transformer and components in the thing and then pot it all up.I think they would be willing to send us a few samples if we'd
like to try this.

Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



DATE___jdDecember_28, 1959

TO Harlan Andersen FROM Kenneth Olsen

ETMEMO

Have we answered the inquiry from Hyatt Bearings, and

would a telephone call be in order at this time?

Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



DATE
TO_Selem LeBlanc/Stanley Olsen FROM

MEMO

Please send a letter or call Northeastern University to
see how we can get ce-op students to work for us. We should
stress the point that we have N.I.7.'s best engineers and are
leaders in the electronic field, and we are interested only in
the best students. Of course, you'll have te put it a little
nicer than I've put it.

Kenneth EZ. Olsen

DAP 984



DATF December 28. 1959

=MEMO
FROM Ken OlsenTO Xen Olaen/Rarlan Anderson

a

We should call Sam Auchinclass, of Tracer Lab, to make
an appointment with Twinning to go over their salary studies,
and we should also call John Proctor at Mitre Corporation te
see what the latest story is on their Los Alamos studies.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE
TO Ola-r/Marlar And«recn FROM Fe Olea

=MEMO

We showld call Sam Auchincliass, of Tracer Lab, te make
appointment with Twinning to go over their salary studies,

and we should also call John Proctor at Nitre Corporation to
see what the latest story is on their Los Alamos studies.

Zen Olsen

DAP 984



DATE December 22, 1959
=MEMO
TO I.R.B. File FROM_#.&.Anderson_

X telephoned the I.2E. in New York today to find out about
eur booth assignment. I was told that an assignment has been made
and it was mailed on December 18 to us and we should receive it
shortly. Our booth number is 3831 om the third floor. I spoke with
Miss Weyand. This assignment conceivably might be changed if they
need to in order to keep exhibitors who compete with each other from
being adjacent, which appears to be a current problem at the moment.
There also seems to be virtually no chance of getting an increase
in space. Space availability is tighter than it has ever been
before, according to her.

Also located on the third floor with us this year will be
Computer Control, Mavcor, and IBM.

BH. &. Anderson
CG; J. kee Atwood

x. BH. Glaen

DAP 984



EyMEMO
TO Beat FROM x. Olsen

Will you get hold of a dictating machine and dictate a meno
describing our very high speed analog digital converters; in fact,
maybe you should give it a memo number, and I'l] send it to our
patent lawyer to see if he thinks it's patentable. If he doesn't,
we can do two things with it (1) having sent it to him, we'll
sluw that we have been working on the idea and set a date on it,
and (2) we might publish it somewhere so that no one else can get
patent on it.

You should make some notes om your notebook and have some-
body sign them. These can be very brief, but at least set a date.

K. a Olsen
jv

DAP 984



DATE 1§ 1959ElMEMO
TO Jim Myers/Harian Anderson FROM Ken Olsen

Carl Beckman, who used te work for Burroughs and is now a
has been making studies for IT&T and Baril Puge told

him about cur computer. He looked over the specifications and
thinke it's the hottest thing around and something that [T&T and
the Ordnance Department shoul' use. Z told him what I
the phone and he was very enthusiastic and thinks we have a machine
much better than the CDC machine. He is going to send a letter
and from that we can get his address.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE 1959
= MEMG
TO Marlan Gurley FROM Ken Olsen

For applications where wa need a real timed clock, we might
consider the Datex Corporation digital clecks. These have digital
etucation on the front panel and hours an' minutes and seconds.
They alse have a switch which gives the readout interval, but x don't
think we seed that. They need some synchronism because during the
awitch there 18 some ambiguity in the contacts.

When all «is wanted is a printout of the time a progam is
atarted, the month and date could be entered with toggle switches
and a clock that gives mai and seconds could be used otherwise.
The month could be entered in toggle switches and the days and
and minutes come from the digital cleck.

We have bulletins om this unit in the catalog file.
Olsen

DAP 984



DATE December 15. 1959EMEMO
FROM am OlsenTO Seb Buches

We have gross mistake in our literature in claiming that
the ode unit is equivalent to one lice when really itis equivalent te three loads, Wiil you dae methods of 664
ing this, and maybe we simply mark all our literature

a di

thac we have now or else send cut new application notes.

We aleo have not told pecple about the problem ef putting
resisters to ~3 from enitters that are used in pulse gates. Will
you consider a short application note that will explain this and
that we can send cut with cur next wailing,

Ken Olsen
CC #8. Andersen

R. Best
J. Brow
8. Olsen
WW. Weeton

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE December 31, 1959

SUBJECT Literature for Remington Rand

TO lewis Yeager FROM Kenneth &. Glsen

Tuesday morning, January 5, I have te go to Remington
Rand in Philadelphia to try to sell them a computer memory, which
looks like a large production item for a long period of time and
might be very desirable business; and so I would like to be pre
pared to show them some of the work we have done in this area to
prove our competence.

X would like to have you prepare a notebook for me with
photographs and literature of all our memory testers and a little
on our memory. I would like to have mownted in celluloid folders
photographs, 8 x 10 glossies, of the RCA Memory Tester, the
General Ceramics, and the Daystrom Exerciser, and alse a photo-
graph of the Bingle Core Tester. If we don't have photographs of
these things, let me know before you go to great trouble to dothis. If you have close-ups of the memory and PDP, I would like
to have that also. in this notebook I would like to have literature
on the Memory Testex and the single sheet we have on the Single
Core Tester.

z am asking Ed Harwood to collect photographs of the
forms of the memory and after he gets them we'll arrange them on
a sheet to do inside this folder, and possibly we may want to photo~
graph the sheets so we can use it later. In addition, it might
be nice to include a few photographs of the plant that you have
collected.

X won't leave this memorandum desirable, but plan
on the possibility. think we should use one of our brown and
yellow embossed notebooks.

Kenneth BH. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 1959

SUBJECT

TO Jack Brown FROM FKaaneth 8, Glsen

pert of his study of the
gems to cur sales program, He to
develop an average delay hetween sales effort and results. What
he would like is a wery brief case histery of a few customers.
Me sugyeste three, but I think we will have do several more because

the wide in results. I would like you to pick a few
and work out this report, which really contain very little
infoxmation because all be wants to know is the time from thefirst cemtact te the sale and how much of which type people were
involved in selling. I think wa should also inciwie in this the
amount ef mnie perhaps eee mach besiness real ter
frem that initial contact.

day which took very littlesamples, one
selling, ene which took a let, and one which wee in between. 1%

think ehould have a few more, and the be
way but perhaps in a separate, simple study monet be the results
of our proposals which we did very little door pounding to get
Int qite a bit in preparing the Proposals
have heem very poor bet this is impertant,

Me would aleo iike to know what the yield has heen fren
these customers with whom we have given any reasonable ancunt other
than time te. think this should act include the bids we sent in.

RennethH. GisenH.

ees 3. 8. Anderaca

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 1939

SUBJECT

TO

Gilgear Company

Marlen FROM
Bem Gurley

Wes Sroon, from Gtigesr Toapany en Route 126,
as coming out with one of their project engineers at
three om Wednesday, December 30, te discuss
theix problien.

ty theraghts new ave to make single registerdevice which adds one, ene to keep track
the shaft encoder and also adds and subtracts

the contents the tape register. new number
ais read from the tape, it ia the

cownter giving « relative erres. When operationia complete, the contens of the paper tape ars added
te the counter giving the absolute position again.

There are a nusber ef problems with & serve-
mechaniom, particularily when it is tied te a machine
tani waich we have theaght out, and thie is the sort

thing they will discuss with ue.
we could wake & simple test equipment

ceemectead te a BAC converter, it would make an
enticing demometration fer then.

Olen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

Bid «
SUBJECT White Sands Missile Renge

@. Andereon/. Weeten FROM GlewTO

We received a request te bid om 28 fren
White Sunte Misvile fangs)ical specify electrically practically
nothing and doen't even tell the number of waits. Andyte ese if he could find out anything from then
and got in touch with the Purchasing Agent, a Mr. Mike
Riorreags, whe was very helpful and gave the name of

ie Mr. Poler, at extension $166.
We have a Robert fowler, which might be the sane man,

They

the
wat

Purchasing Agent's. 'the Parchasing Agent's extensionis 5724.

don't know whees spelling is correct, cur card or the

The engineer suggeated threes vendors, marveyWelis,
Computer Contrel, and SBC.

X wrote a detailed? letter te The
listing questions end I will try to call the engineer,

agen inwas net im today, Monday, bet I will
Tuesday.

xy
Gleen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



December 18, 1959

Loren Prentice Ken Olsen

Our woodworking tools have been receiving very little
maintenance because they are not a key part in our manufacturing,but there are times we count on them being there and in working
order, and I suggest that we set up a reguiar maintenance program
on them. Maybe every two months we should gypver them all and
make sure that the guides are square, the savdést is cleaned out,
and they are greased and oiled.

I used the circle saw over al and was surprisedto see how many parts were loose an t the ing fence was
not square and the mitre gauge

to include all electric
maintenance program. I

fere the brushes wear down
acing the whole machine.
we can use in maintaining

» Of the Roebuck type,

I think it would be adrills we have in the house in
we can catch the Universal
completely, we'll save
We have a kit of brushes
this equipment. The wa
also have Universal

fhe sma l/Dumore dril s not had its brushes replacedsince we started guess what I'm suggesting is
ete list of every motorized unit we

have and that two someone goes cut and check each
one, sometimes it wil a thorough overhaul and other times

don't think.
that

Simply checking that they look okay.

Ken Olsen
KHO/jv



BI-WEEKLY REPORT Kenneth H. Olsen

PDP-1 TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

The Flexowriter fell flat on its face during the BUCC, and
we cannot tolerate it from now on. For a tape reader, we are
considering the Digitronics photoelectric tape reader with thyratron
Grive which costs about $1,800 and looks quite neat. The other
contender is the Ferranti photoelectric tape reader. We are also
considering making a simple-minded tape reader of our own which we
simply drive the tape without a clutch so that you read simple tapeswith extreme speed and don't try to stop between lines. If you have
to stop, you must be sure there is a long enough gap Lelween infor-
mation.

ed on Soroban.
rican Typewritertric typewriter

ge, am.

Yor a typewriter, we have tentatively de
Another possibility is the Auto Typist
Company, in Chicago, which is the s
with a very simple-minded, but rather

de by

4 we have a stparats k
writer that has electronic dri
Soroban makes a saparate keyboard
might consider doing it our keyboard which we thought
circuit for each of the opria oda groups. This mechanism
would have the advantage t ha electrical contacts.

use any electric type-
the IBM output writer.
such a simple job we

ch

key that closes a magneticabout is a set of iron baré,

ut card readers and card
@ discouraged because most of their

We talked to
punchers but, in were

chanisms have much moré\equipment than we really need; but we
maintenance manuals on each of the

possible contenders. est unit is the 026 or 526 key punch
which have reading sta and punching stations on them and very
nice card handlers, but these machines are very slow and can only
xead or punch about 15 cards per minute.

operator

CONSOLE FOR

We were surprised to find out how much equipment was necessary
in the console and so we are redesigning the table. The trend in
design of modern tables now is to have the legs extend all the way
to the corners. This will make it powerful for us to fit more
equipment in. The back side will contain space for eight 19" x 5%"
power supply type panels or system mounting panels ar4 four 34" panels.



Page 2

® This will allow us to put filtering, typewriter control
Panels, and high voltage power supplies and anything else we need
back there and still keep the top of the console quite free.

KHO/jv
12/11/39



KHO/jv

Decesber 10, 1959
PDP Prospects
Barlan Anderson/Ben Gurisy Ken Olsen

Here is a List of the most likely prospects for a PDP that
came out of the EXC and a few other contacts.

i.
2.
3.
4.
$. Wolf
6. Tech Ops
7.
8. Jet Propuls4
9. Convair
10.il.
12. Albert /R nste
13. Mational nstitute of Health
14.
1s.
i6.
i7.
18.

Stone & Webster
Republic Aviation (Compu oup)
Republic (Uxbanik)
Baird Atomic

RCA (Jan Rei

1

Woods
teo

ectric Boat-Company
ae I tute of Technology

21 Institute of Technology

aphic Institute
partment



December 10,
PDP Prospects

Anderson/Ben Gurley Ken Olsen

Here is a list of the most likely prospects for a PDP that
came out of the ani a few other contacts.

KHO/jv

i.
2.
3.
4.
$. Wolf Company6.
7.
8.
9.
10.ll.
12.
13.
14. Woods Institute
16.
i7.
16.

Stone & Webster
Republic Aviation (Comput )

ts)
Baird Atomic

1959

Tech Ops
RCA (Jan Rei
Jet Propulsi
Convair
Schiumbe
USNOTS
Albert #inst 1
Mational \Institute of Health

1S. MIT MateotologyDepartmentectric
Ins tute of Technologytute of Technology

Ken Olsen



DATEMEMO
FROM Ken Olsen

David Caldwell from the Physics Department of MIT called and
wanted detailed information about 18 digit and our 36 digit
project. They would like to have zero but would like more precisien

the oscilloscope than 9 digits would, and they would like more
computing speed because right now they have to read information off
and put it inte the 704. They like the machine particularly for their
atomic trace studies but would also like te use it for a regular
computation within the Physics Department. They are having a meeting
today and that was why he was gathering the together
right now.

They have soue Air Force money that they can spend on this sort of

Y invited him eut here to see the machine and told hi= that
it's possible we could even bring it down there and plug it in his
wall and give it a try there,

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



December 8, 1959
ZBN Card Machinery
Henry Crouse/Ben Gurley Ken Olsen

'Bere is the list of possible IBM equipment with their prices
aus we got them from Mr, Cummings of IBM. 'The prices are in rent
per month and does not include the 10 per cent tax. The sellingcost is usually fifty times the card equipment price and forty times
the electronic; for instance, the 026 is about fty and the 711
and 721 are about forty times the rental price

026 Key Punch
$26 Key Punch
407 Line Printer
$14 Reproducing Punch

525 Gang Punch
$33 Reader from the 6

$. for 100 cards/nin.
70-6120. for 50 cards/min,
8s.
550.

337 Punch from the 65 00.
716 Printer oo.
714 Reader 1,500.

i,
7500 (400 cards
7550 (200 cardé#/ain.)

the 1 series locks like a type 88 collator
per ainute and punches 200. The is

not available and neither the price. fhe 711 card reader,
model 2, rents at $800 per month and purchases at $32,000. The
721 card punch, model 1, rents at $600 per month and sells for $25,000.

The machine
and it reads 800 cards

All machines read the long way except the 026 and the 326.
This is, in general, not the way we like to read the cards or punch
them because it complicates programming and means 80 read or punchstations as compared to 12 in the other direction. However, the 026
and the 526 are quite slow and operate only 20 a
second, which is about 15 cards a minute, although columns which
ave pinched gn through qiite a bit faster.



Page 3

@.. Now, it might be possible te define the card pander trem
inside an IBM machine and buy just it because, in general, cur

has the intelligenre to run the machine and it
4s a shame the extra intelligence that normally goes
with the card machine because they umanily have to run by themselves,

Ren Clsen

jv



DATEELMEMO
TO Stan, Andy, Wally, Jack Bram FROM Xen Olsen

United Aircraft has started their weather analysis program
down at Hartford of which data processing is a key part. We
should contact them and see if we can't supply the computing
equipment for them. If any of you have contacts with someone
down there, please let me know and we can organize our approach
to them.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE December 4, 1959
=MEMO
TO__gim Myers FROM Ken Olsen

I promised Mr. Pressman, of RCA and Pressman Associates, that
we would supply schematic drawings of our key circuits for his new
book which he expects to have come out next year. We were not
mentioned in his last book because we were not helpful soon enough,
but we want to be mentioned thoroughly in the next one. Will you
gather for me a schematic of our 1105 and the 1201 package, of the
type which we mail out as replacement schematics. Also gather a
201 and a Test Equipment Inverter Package, which x think is 103.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



{MEMO DATF December 4, 1959

Jim Myers FROM Xen OlsenTO

Please prepare a model of @ piece of test equipment with
reject transistors and probably reject inside. It
should be very good looking that we can send one to Professor
Forrester and one to General Dorict. Also make a third one
which I will send to Mr. Horace Ford. Flip-Flops are probably
the best for this.

Also prepare two System Building Blocks of this same nature
and se*] in a plastic envelope and X will send those down to
American Research for use in their lobby.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



e

TO
DATE December 4, 1959EyMEMO

Ken Olsen FROM Ken Olsen

The Stromberg Time Company, Division of General Time
Company, manufactures a card reader and they invited us to
visit them and look it over. The man's name is Craig
Reynolds and the company is in Thomaston, Connecituct.

Ken Olsen

CC: REMINDER FILE - 12/18/59

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 17, 1959

Tenative Pricing Schedulefor Special Systems
SUBJECT

TO FROM Kenneth H. OlsenHarlan Anderson
John Fadiman
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sandler
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

following components: DEC Catalog Items at catalogprice and special building blocks priced as if theywere catalog items. The engineering of the specialunits shall be charged under Engineering. Theseprices already include Selling, General and Administ-rative Expenses and should be added indirectly to theprice.

The price of special system shall include the

Other components are charged at twice the cost to
- take care of Selling, General and Administrative Expenses.Engineering time is charged at $4,000 3 month includingSelling, General and Administrative fixpenses.

Drafting, Shop-work and Technician time are chargedat $1600.00 man-month, which includes 3, G & A.
We will assume that it costs $100.00 per chassisto wire a mounting panel in the assembly derartmentand so with S, G & A we will charge $200.00 permounting panel.
We should also add to this number, when selling,maintenance or installation costs may be high, varti-cularly if, ifor example, someone has to fo all the wayto California. On the other hand if we are reasonablysure of selling a number of nnits we may plan on

spreading the engineering and drafting costs overseveral units.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 17 November 1959

SUBJECT BPRATT-WHITNEY MACHINE COMPANY

TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Kenneth BH. Olsen

Boh Caesare called to give me two names of people to contact
in Pratt-whitney Machine Company who are working on digital control
of jig bores. They are lee Inscho and Mark Sluis. I told Bob that
X would be down in Connecticut soon and would stop in to see then.
Be suggested that x also visit General Time in Thomastin, Con.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATF mene 30. 1960

TO FROM

X got a letter today from Bob Glater saying that they are
interested in cur enmputer, They do, however, realize that cur
big limitation is in tape speed. There's a possibility we mightrent the tape frum Univac which would make an interestingsituation. John Mancock would then have ISM cards, Univac tapes
and DEC computers. This might not be complete foolishness,
because makes the best card machines, Univac claims they wake
the hest line printers, ané we, of course, make the best compute...I dida't cal). Glater because I didn't know what to say, but we
ahould cell them first thing em Tuesday.

mao

MEMO

DAP 984



DATE
TO Marlan Andersen/Ben Gurley

Jane 30. 1960
=MEMO

FROM KempethdlBH, Oleem

made an July 6 at Belt, 6
with Dan Geisler and 84 te discuss the electroencephalc-
graphic experiments we'd like to do this sumer. This might be
@ good chance for Andy ani myself to go down. It might be neces-
@ary for Ben to go down to show the aethod for hooking in the
analog-to-digital converter.

Kan Olsen

DAP 984



DATE June 24, 1960MEMO
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth BH. Olsen

The colors for the new conference room should as

Leave the outside wall chalk white as in my office. two side
walls should be off-white, that is, they should be just slightly
yellowish, but not quite cream. The short wall should be a very
dight yellow tending more toward blue than toward orange. [rt is
very important that this is a pleasant and not a stark yellow.

DAP 984



JEIMEMO DATF June 24, 1966

FROM Kenneth B. Olsen

x expect te be away on Priday and may not be hack on Monday, and

so you work out with Loren your special needs fer die sets, ete.,
and purchase those things that you think are wise.

Ren

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Carpentry Week

TO Sten FROM Kenneth HB. Olsen

DATE fume 34, 1960

the carpenters should make mere shelves fer old magazine

copies in the library. The granite-board shelves we have should

just be cemtinnet gp almost to the ™iling. Up high we can keep

the reasonably dead issues, but we'll need the space. They

then tale the shelves down for the current magazines and put the

biackbear' in the area vhere the current magasines are. They

should then take dow the sh-lves where the blackboard is now so

that we can inetall the new bookcases all the way across.
We may have to order more fence pickets so that they can

enclose the email ares where the cement was and make &

fer our Maybe we should buy enough pickets so

that they can make a fenes on the far end and a solid fence

em the Building 12 end because they would leak better. You use

your this. the before we get more

pickets, we cam always install the pickets they have

the vp.

They should reverse the shelves on the stockroom em the

oe that the shelves are on the inside

sem

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

TO

SUBJECT Chremaceating Sense

Sten Glsen FROM
leren Prentice

Bot think «aun They've been aying om the greasy
The 902 boxes that we've been asseubiing in the de

floor and
days now, and Anam "hinh the paint will stick te then.

benches and handled by greasy hands for
z thi nix this is going to he 8 much worse situation than having
things we

@ a fferent ent do
in the future, we may make @ clean area in

assembly there. This aight be alside the benches

We showlid also be careful with ous test equipment cases andmet chromecoat them until they ready t= painted Those
be again before they patated

that are stacked up in the air compresses recon aay need te

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INT ROFFICE
® MEN

Visits
Harlan Anderson Gleen
Ben Gurley
Maynard Sandler
Alma Ponts

vane

We're having several visits in the next week which should beatten'ed by several of cur people,
Qn Pricay (tomerrow) about 10 e'clock Remington Rand is

Maynare Sandler, Alma Ponte and Bob Dill should attend along with
cominy eut to tall about their punch card system, and I think
as many others as feel it will be wu

Gn Monday, June 27, at about 2 o'clock Mr. Cramer Crem IBMwill be hera to give their side of the stary. Z thin' the same
group should attend.

ite. Reed fram Remington Rand in Philadelphia will be here
tamorrow a 11 o'clock approximately to find out
out what the competition is doing. Ben Gurley should be ahie tetake care of him, and Z don't think it's wortht taking too manyhours with him unless ve can get some also.

PDP
computes. Z don't they want to buy one ex te fina

Dyck Associates.
Mext Wedneaday, June 29, we will again be visited by Yan



ElMEMO DATE
TO FROM Kenneth @ Olsen.fet

Jim Ricketts who used te work at Lincoln Laboratery and who is at
AC in Milwaukee told us that AC is starting a facility at
the Los Angeles Airport that's going to be largely in digital work.
Milwaukee has been very pleased, according to Jim, with our equipment,
and so would do well in keeping after them as they outfit the new
airport gaciiity.
A company in Long 148 copying the Kennedy Connecter. I thinktheir name is Garde. We put of their snrkets n the milling
machine ani cut 1/16 ef an inch off the top so that it will take our
plug-in unite. We feel that we can do this on a production basis or
have Garde modify their mold for us. With this then make repr
pin type mounting panels. These sockets cost significantly more, so
the mounting panel would cost a littie more. for thie type work I
don't think we will supply the power pre-wired.

wen
a ecp

DAP 984



MEMO DATE a2, 1960

TO... Creuse, D. Best, J. FadimanFROM Olsen

Borg Bquipment Division has very nice dials,
They are colorful and modern looking and would add very mich to
our special systems. I recommend that we look into them. They
are represented by Richard Purinton in Lexington.

Kenneth a Olsen

DAP 984
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MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
TWINOAKS 7-8821

MEMORANDUM

June 17, 1960

SUBJECT: Engineering Staff Meeting

Our Engineering Staff has increased significantly in
the last several weeks. In order to help get to know each other,
we are going to have an Engineering Staff Dinner Meeting on
Thursday, June 23. We will also have a chance to discuss the
goals and ambitions of the company and to set some of our atti-
tudes and policies on subjects that are of interest to everyone.

We will gather for the dinner at 6:00 at the Fairway
Restaurant on Route 2A in Concord, Mass. After dinner we will
have a discussion at the restaurant. Attendance at this meeting
is not at all obligatory, but if you can make it, I am sure you
will find it worthwhile. Please let my secretary know if you
plan to attend.

Kenneth H. Olsen

KHO: ecp



dIg Ital EQUIPMENT
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

CORPORATION

ENGINEERING STAFF DINNER MEETING - June 23, 1960

Attending:
Anderson, Harlan Lampasona, Joseph
Arsenault, Mel MacDonald, Bruce
Bank, Dick Mangsen, Dick
Best, Dick Moulding, Jon
Butler, Bill O'Brien, David
Butterworth, Lee Olsen, Ken
Campbell, Arthur Olsen, Stan
Cudmore, James Prentice, Loren
Dinopoulos, John Reed, Bob
Doane, Russ Sanders, Bob
Fadiman, Jon Sandler, Maynard
Gadaire, Paul Sheehan, James
Geralds, George Smith, Jack
Gould, Fred Swift, Al
Gurley, Ben Tracy, Louis
Harwood, Ed Weeton, Wally
Hughes, Bob White, Don

36.OTAL 34

Unable to Attend:

Brown, Jack
Norton, Herb
Rydzewski, Thaddeus

TOTAL 3



DATE 1960EMEMO June 7

TO dack Atwood FROM___SemnethGQlisen

The Post Office now flies all first class mail between
certain cities, This means that it's a waste ef money to pay for air
mail, because you'll get the same service for first clase.

Supposedly if we with the he cantell uswhich intercity routes are by air. From this we can develop
a policy as te which cities we send air mai and which we send first
Class fex our normal mailing.

T you could have Low Yeager oc someone do this, it
be a worthwhile project. I you can't, let me know and we can probably
find else de it.

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
2 DATE June 3, 1960

SUBJECT Mewe im iy Cffice
TO 6(Stan Olsen/Jia Myers FROM Kanneth BM. Gleen

Xf am not here when the telephone man come to move
the telephone in my office, i would like one of you twe te take
care of it. would iike the special amplifier box to stay
where it is, and the microphone attachment can also be left where
&t 1is. The only thing that will need to be moved is the tel
set itself. I would like to have it om the louvered cahinat
behind ay desk which has the open section 4in it. This is where I
now heep ay dictating machine. I would like the
the open part of that cabinet, but this may not be possible,ig they leave 1 om the top, it wi!' be geod enough

X will else need power distributed in my office. There
should he a three-wire duplex outiet behind the water cooler, and
a duplex outlet Pigh on the post that holds the telephone amplifier.

outlet directly behind the clock. Yor patting in the power, they
might work cut @ nicer way for powering the air-conditioning wit,
and at the same time, put am air-conditioning outiet pear one of
Andy's windows.

This latter cutlet 9) power the telephone amplifier and clock,If it would not be too much trouble, they could put a clock-type

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

Fourth Floor Storage Area
TO

List of Feople

Ken Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Stra Olsen
Maynard Sandler

DATE

SUBJECT June 3, 1950

FROM
Kenneth Olsen

Ben Gurley
Bob HughesEd Harwood
Loren Frentice

Jack Atwood
Dick Best
Jack Brown
John Fadiman

Wally weeton
John Culkins
Jim Myers

We are very fortunate to have a storage area on the

fourth floor now, but because so many people are

using this, we are going to have careful control of

the area. We have assigned areas to each group and

now each group will have to take the responsibility for
keeping that res neat.

John Culkins will take the responsibility for
supervising the storage. If there are any questions
he will give you the -nswers or will find out the

answers. We will not hive a free-for--l! in that
area. Any variations from tne figor plan will have
to be cnecked through John, Everything will have to

be neatly packed in boxes.
stored in that area.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

We cannot have loose pieces
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May 27, 1960
OVERTIME

Stanley Olsen Loren Prentice

I wan to most strongly urge the following items in regard te
overtime work. These need not be, and probably should not be
announced company policy, but nevertheless should be strictly
adhered to.

1. Overtime be restricted to three hourg per day or three
hours per night,

2. That they be restricted to three ni 8 per week, that
the overtime periods be anno Priday preceeding
the time the overtime is to be wo xcept in cases
of emergency.

3. That overtime on the bas he above men
not be continued consedutively for more than three weeks
without a break of at week preceeding the next
section of over

4, That a supper thae perio be announsed and that it be
edhered to

appertime period be paid for.
that unless these things are done,

p continually depreciating benefits
from overtime, 2) thetTiopial work will be hampered to a con=
siderable degree, and 3) that employee dissatisfaction will reap
a degree heretofore not encountered,

all. working on an overtime basis
and that this overt

I believe most stron
that 1) the compahywill

Loren Prentice

co: 'K. Olsen
M. Sandler
R. Best



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 26, 1960

SUBJECT est Specs for Systems
TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth @lsen

You're the only one whe is not in the middle of a system
problem. As a result, you may be in a position to think a little
more clearly than those who are verge of panic. IX''d like
to have you make wp a test data shet that we will use for all
systems. This will have to be very general and will not have all
the detail the present one has but it will list the points we
want to check, such as, marginal checking, pulse amplitudes
and out of counters, you might even list a few classic timing
problems.

The core tester we shipped to Philco never was marginal
checked and we would have saved a trip or two down there if it
was. When we come to the end of a job, we then can't think
clearly as to what we should check for. If you start this an?
make a pass at it, maybe we will make a special test data sheet
for each system later on. This, of course, should be done while
the machine is being designed and net after it is built.

Renneth BH. Olsen

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



DATE May 25, 1960ETMEMO
TO Jack Atwood/Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Oleen

I think we should buy special sized envelopes to go with cur
Reader's Digest type PDP books. Our logic book will probably be
that cize also, and maybe when we get a POP-3 it will too. There
should be eomething nicely printed on it an' big enough
to take a thicker book than the present PDP.

Kenneth Olsen

r
DAP 984



DATE May 25, 1960
= MEMO
TO Henry Crouse FROM Xenneth Olsen

Please find the price and delivery on the following Industrial
Timer Corporation time delay timers. Model five minute cycle,
We need three, but I think the price discount comes at four so we
would be interested in four. Two of the units would do our job but
cost more. They are TD-5M and H-5M. We should find the price
and delivery on those if some distributor happens to have those in
stock,

Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



DATF May 2%, 1960

=MEMO
TO_ Sick Best/aen4Guriey FROM Kenneth olsen

Should we get a @ meter something th=* we would

rarely use.

Olsen

DAP 984



DATEE MEMO
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth Olsen

Please find the price and delivery on a Millen grid dip
meter. Millen Company is one of the local manufacturers on the

South Shore, I think.
Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



DATE May 2%, 1960

TO Stan and Andy

=MEMO

Margin gave us a price on large 36" sign for the front.
Yor wooden letters on two parallel channels it would cost $300,
ant for sheet metal letters into each mount it would cost 8320.
A small sign like the one on the corner reproduced rear of the
corner would cost $132.50.

Ken Oleen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
tay286,DATE

SUBJECT

FROMDick BestTO Gisen

ehain werk.

2:
hi
t
3.

literature to, say, 32.7 empliteie
selve the whole probiem beceuse

welts. All our literature says thet eur BC pulse :

:

change eur
fe etandard. This won't

ent with a 2.7 minimelwe can't get@2.7 volt pulse |

end have & carry

Ben Gurley
Rob myhee

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
digital equipment corporation



May 24, 1960

Harlan Anderson/Ben Gurley Ken Olsen

iy. Kurkjien from I.T.&T. ealled and would like to visit us
next Wednesday, June 1, at 10 o'clock to discuss our coaputer.
They ere interested in using it, and he's talking about other
means of cooperation. He used to work on the SAGE eystem and
was one of the very pleasant people at IBM. He left ISM a year
end a half ago and has been working on various I.T.T. Givisions,
and is now baok at I.T.&T. proper for ab the last six weeks,
Randy DeHart will be with Kurkjia

KHON.

ep



May 24, 1960

8. Olsen/H. Anderson/J. brown Ken Olsen

Bill Cramer from 154 in Natiok called about some red tapeon an order we placed for manuale, After he straigetenedthat out, he invited us to visit a demonatration of their557 Lute collection System. They're neving open house intheir Natick office Tuesday, Wednesday ana Thursday of thisweek from 10:00 a.m. to 6100 pew. He'd like to see use if
we some, and I told hie we'd call him before we did.
nesday afternoon sfter 2 would ve best for hia. saybe he
Would be the man to work for Brown.

@>



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 20, 1960

SUBJECT STORAGE AREA NEXT TO THE DRAFTING ROOM

TO Kenneth Olsen FROM Loren Prentice

1. FIRE PROTECTION

We have been surveyed by people from Liberty Mutual and fire
extinguishers have been installed in this area as they have
suggested.
2. DIVISION OF AREA AND RESPONSIBILITY OF INTERESTED PERSONS

First of these people, John Culkins, which we have built a
small area to store the supplies he is now storing on this floor -
392 square feet. Office furniture and office supplies I assume is
a responsibility of Jim Myers. An area has been set aside for this
of 196 square feet. Production storage, Jack Smith and Maynard
Sandler, 392 square feet. This is a storage of paper box materials,all the packaging materials used in production, rejects, supplies,
and anything of this nature. His needs seem to run to paper stock
of which he has considerable at various time of the year - Jack
Atwood, Advertising. His area should have two by threes layed down,nailed on edge, and hardwood or plywood nailed down to raise the
stock above the floor so that it will not become contaminated byoil. Aisles, walkways, etc., should be arranged to his satis-
faction - 192 square feet. Sales - Most of their storage needs
assame that this is Andy's responsibility and Jack Brown. Here
again, some areas should be provided so that brochures could be
stored and not become contaminated by oils from the floor - 192
square feet. 192 square feet storage for show booths and furniture
that is sent to the shows, rugs, and this kind of equipment may
need some protection other than being just stored in the area to
prevent deteriation by oil and dust. In my own area, 392 square
feet, are the stock cabinets, raw stock which is really a pro-
duction item in most cases, template storage and tool storage.
Tool storage can probably be in small metal racks of which we have
a number available at the present time. Template storage can be on
pins or nails and a plywood sheet nailed to the wood partition of
the woodworking model shop. I hope I have not overlooked anyone
who has problems of storage. It certainly seems to be enough space
in this area to accomodate the needs of almost everyone here.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 20, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Staniey Olsen FROM Kenneth Glsen

tr. Bob Blakely, of Product Planning, at Remington
Rand, in Philadelphia, called today at five o'clock,
May 19. They are interested in what's avatiahie and I
suppose will want to do a little spying. Me would like
to have his assistant visit us, ané I said sure, we would
love to have him. He's coming next Wednesday, May 25,
probably 1100 or 1130 to see what we do. I'm having
an IBM artist visit me that day and may be tied up, so

:

will you he te be here andi take of him; 42
not, set me know.

Kenneth Olsen

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE
TO Samry Grouse FROM

Please find the price ef Micro Switch,
OP-ARSO. Qne of the distributors in town s ock Micro Switches
and they would be the one te check first.

Also ask prices on switch 20627118.

May 19, 1960

Xerneth a ser

Models EX-ARSO and

Kenneth Olsen

ETMEMO

DAP 984



DATE May 19. 1960EMEMO
T O__Senry Crouse _FROM

Please find the price and delivery of three Cramer Controls
time delay relays, Model 412, range five minutter.

We might take someone else's equivalent te that, like
Industrial Time Corporation. I think their equivalent is the

unit.
Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
Mey19,DATE

SUBJECT

FROMTO

z&
4 have o timer which 6
en4G 10:16, them at 3:60 and at 3:16.

eound the chime at 8:15 and 12:45, but thesetic Time
type
the

might onil.
theyat 10

and
sinple
well at

weuld start
are
ve you

ai!
af

AHEM

Tork
make timere this bet it a little :

find out from rataleg if they :

a de this eheiz iecal
atative and fiad eut wut offer te :

jo. chime ring 100 and
minutes later may be 4ifficait mayne we will de that
am two steps. We & timer like Terk
Medel 919 which would start the 1600 and then
have em interval timer which eff ani
bell 10 minutes later. But
this type of problem and could gi good it.

Stanley Gisen

DFI06

MAYNARD.MASSACHUSETTS
digital equipment corporation



e E{MEMO DATE May 19, 1960

TO Henry Crouse
_ FROM Kenneth Olsen

We have to get some silica gel desiccators for various tool
storage areas. These are units that absorb moisture and when they
are loaded they change color and one puts them in an oven and they
are ready to absorb moisture again. They should be rather expensive
because people include them in units they sell. The kind we want
I think are in cloth stacks because they cost less.

Kenneth Olsen

r

DAP 984



r
DATE May 18, 1960

=MEMO
TO stan Olsen FROM xen Olsen

Subjects Maintenance Jobs

There are a number of maintenance jobs which are small bat
we haven't had done because we have been so busy, think we better
go ahead and do them or we may never get them done, One of them is
to finish tiling my office floor, the next one is sweeping the new
stock room and arranging somewhat the contents,

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
May 18, 1960DATE

SUBJECT Mew Wiring
TO Stan Olsen FROM Ken Olsen

Here's a list of the wiring that should be done when we get
the electrician again. We should be sure to request him to come
now so that we'll get him soon.

Night power should be brought to the clock on the third
fleor. Night power should alse he brought down te the test equip-
ment headquarters for life test.

High current AC should he brought from the old systems area
to the new systems area,

More outlets should be made for the night light next to the
water cooler outside the lobby.

An outlet should be put in above my special telephone box
that wire will not dangle.

Two outiets should be put on the wall in my office below
the air conditioner, There should be a pipe run six inches from
the floor along that wall. I plan to put the water cooler in the
corner where the cabinet is now located.

We should have a fluorescent light on the night circuit on
the third floor. We may run one whole row of fluorescent lights
on the east wall on night power in order to get some night power
down into the test equipment headquarters. wouldn't mind leaving
a whole row of lights om in order to do this.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

May 17, 1960
SUBJECT

TO FROMBelen LeBlanc Kenneth Olsen

When new staff members came, we used to be careful te
be sure they had a desk, chair, tool box, and other supplies
necessary to start work immediately. This is very imporetant to make them feel like they are wanted and useful.
Mow that so many people are coming and no one keeps track
of them, I think the Personnel Department will have to
take the responsibility to be sure that we have a place
when stafZ members come tn.

X suggest that the Personnel Department warn the
department that is going to get the new person a week in
advance that they should be ready for him, and the day
before they come the Personnel Department should check to
be sure that there is an office with desk and chair,
company notebook, pencils, and maybe Scotch tape and
stapler, and too). box when appropriate,

Kenneth Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE May 17, 1960
=MEMO
TO Bob Rughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

A year ago we had @ good stock of Simpson wide-vue meters, but
now our meter supply is pretty much depreciated. rz we like GeneralElectric maters, we should stock those values which we use. These
meters should be kept in the test equipment headquarters and there
should be a log on these meters. Every time one is checked out it
should be checked out through the man in test equipment headquarters.
Xn this way, we can be sure that meters are used only on appropriate
projects,

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



Permanent Memorandum 1088 Page 1 of 2

DIGITAL ECUIPMENT CORPORATION
Maynard, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: MODIFICATIONS TO DEC COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

To: All Project Leaders

From: Kenneth H. Olsen

Date: May 13, 1960

Approved: s: :

The present DEC cost accounting system is more detailed and
complete than most small manufacturing companies have, but itstill does not give us the information which we need to make
intelligent planning and eva : uations

Although the cost accounting system is sound and good, itis lacking details which are needed to make sound evaluations and
judgment. For example, overhead is figured on such large groupsthat it is almost useless in figuring the cost of manufacture for
specific operations. The Advertising Department is not included
at all, and yet advertising is significantly part of the DEC
budget. The modifications of the accounting system will be simplyto break the company into many convenient accounting groups so
that more precise cost accounting can be done.

Schedule

No specific schedule will be set now for filling in the
detail of the accounting system because we are understaffed in
the accounting area and we would like to feel our way in a more
detailed system. However, we should immediately start one or
two departments in this detailed system, like perhaps the Drafting
Department and the Department, and then as we see the
results we can take on other departments.

Accounting Groups

The capital equipment, space, electricity, telephone, and
estimate of supervisory time and other expenses will be figuredfor each accounting group and applied as overhead. At the



Permanent Memorandum 1088 Page 2 of 2

present time, we have no idea what silk screening costs because
the overhead is averaged with all the production, but we will
have a fairly accurate picture of cost when silk screening is
considered as a separate department.

The following is a proposed list of accounting groups:

1. Silk screening and plate preparation
2. Production assembly
3. Inspection
4. Generali engineering
5. System engineering
6. Drafting
7. Machine shop
8. Sheet metal shop
9. Advertising
10. House printing1l. Shipping and receiving
12. Personnel Department
13. Accounting Department.

Uses of Accounting System

Right now we cannot tell whether we are justified in having
a sheet metal shop or a reproduction facility because of the gross-
ness of our cost accounting. With a more detailed system, we
can tell whether it is justified in buying more capital equipment
for a sheet metal shop or whether we should drop the whole thing.
We can tell whether printing should be done inside the house or
outside.

We will now assign all advertising costs to the appropriate
projects, whether they be Building Blocks, computers, or personnel.
People responsible for each project or service will then be able
to tell whether their operation is profitable or not. If our
own Advertising or Drafting Departments are not the most economical
way for a project to get its work done, these services will find
themselves without work.

Any further detail to the accounting system will mean that we
will have to be prepared to take care of the extra work in the
Accounting Department and we will have to be more careful in filling
out time slips; but for most people it should mean very little
extra work, and they will be much better able to measure the results
of their work.

Signed:
Kenneth H. Olsen



DATE 23, 1960
= MEMO

FROM_ Baath Olsen
Maynaré Gandlex

X would like te set & committees te add detail te eur cost
accounting system. IX consider this very important, bet I knew that
we will have to go slowly om ait because we are shoct of help. If
you put Andy ex myself on the committees, it will probebly be slowed
Gam, wo I would like to time i te just those ef you whe are
dizectiy fer coset secounting; that is, Alm Ponts,
Sob D111, and Maynard Sandler. X have asked Maynaré Sandier to be
chairmen of this comittes and te be responsible fer calling i
end the activities.

DAP 984



May 16, 1960

Stan Olsen Jack Brown

Harvey Sels from I.T.T. Labs will arrive tomorrow morning (May 17)
around 9 er 10 o'clock to discuss his applications for our equipment.
He will contaet you on arrival. I shall be baek from my plant visit
eround 1 ofclock to join you.

JBBresp



DATE May 16, 1960MEMO
TO Jack jim Myers FROM *enreth a}

X would like to have you go over Our stockroom an! stationeryies to make sure we finish the year with a good supply like
the one we started with. Beside usual stationery supplies, we
should also have Scotch tape dispensers, pencil sharpeners, clip
boards papers, typewriter wf etc. Gur rate of usage of
Vendafliex folders is so high we should have a significant quantityef these on hand.

Xenneth Clisen

DAP 984



DATE May 16, 1960MEMO
TO__Jack Smith FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We started this fiscal year with a good collection of small
tools, and we should be sure to end up with the same this year.
X have already put an order in for a tool box like we have given
to the technicians, but we should order more of the kind we give
to girls and we should replenish all our small tools. Please go
over with me any questions you have on what small tools we should
order because I ordered most of them last year.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



DATE may 13, 1960

Crouse FROM Ken Olsen

= MEMO

Will you call Maynard Supply and see what their price will bethis year on nonoscillating 8" fans like we bought last year. f
think we paid only three or four dollars each for them. We probablyshould order about 30 of then.

Kean Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE May i3, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Henry Crouse FROM Ken Olsen

Here are some of the items we should get prices on for ourfirst aid room. They won't get used very much, so
to keep them relatively inexpensive units. We should buy an
autoclave or sterilizer. When you get in contact with some of
these medical people, there might be a certain number of scissors
and tweezers and things like that that a first aid roem should
have. You know the kind of things that a doctor pulls out of
an autoclave.

should try

We should have a white step-on waste can, and we should have
a large white receptacle for the cafeteria area.

We should also have a privacy screen like they have in
@ medical departments for our first aid room. When you talk with

these sales people, I am sure they will give you cther ideas.
Go ahead and order ten Iuron dispensers and a generous supply

of Iuron soap. I am sure we can get powdered Ivory soap. Maybe
we should order 12 dispensers and that would allow us to put both
Ivory and Luron where it is desired.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 12, 1966

SUBJECT

TO Stan Olean FROM Xen Glsen
Maynar* Sandler
Jack

I called see what they recomended for an
epoxy coating to put ever our test equipment panels. This is
apparently quite commonly done nowadays and should make cur front
panels practically ecretchpreof. They have three types of coatings
their Eccoat C-26 is a high temperature type that is cured at
high temperature but is very selvent resistant end prehahiy should
resist trichlorethyiene.

The Bccoat takes medium temperature to cure and their
Bernat, VE can be cured at low temperature but has a harrier finish
when cured with heat. Sone these is affected 4 y

Im their laboratesy they apply it with a 6 os. gun.
The gun shou)4, ef course, held a email amount of liquid but also
sheuld be a low flew type gun that pute out littie more than a
mist. We cam spray these on the trays that George lays the boards
out om after they have been eilk screened.

x have @ sample cf an dip for finished circsit boards.
KE we put a fine coat of this om cur completed boards, it might
be possible to replace seme components but it might aleo eliminate
the need for very detailed cleaning. If would like to try
this, Z have ay desk, They are made by

Ren Glsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 12, 1960

SUBJECT Answer to Tech Rep Questions

TO Jack Brown FROM Ken Olsen

X can't see the need for telling the reps how to sell. They
should be able to tell us that,
Logical Size of Pluq-In Units

If plug-in units are made in small logical pieces, one can
get by with a yery small number of types, but one loses out on
packing density and one has to do a lot more external wiring. All
the power voltages have to come into each of the small blocks the
same number of times they come into one big block.

If one makes very large logical blocks, there is very little
external wiring and the physical size can be made smaller, but one
needs many types because of the various combinations of the small
logical elements.

Physical Size of Building Blocks

The Building Blocks contain optimum amount of logic from
our experience in building systems. The physical size is such as
to make this much logic easy to build, easy to maintain, and relatively
inexpensive. For ground based equipment, it is very rare that this
equipment takes too much space. Even old fashioned vacuum tube
equipment like tht IBM 704 computer is smaller than in-out equipment.
Operators took m.ch more space than the actual computer.

We can make the units smaller if there was a market for it,
but there is a very small market and it is almost 100 per cent
military. Because the military has an infinite number of different
requirements, it is unlikely that one product line would cover very
much of the military needs.

Phenolic Base Etched Board

Glass baseboards are very important where physical strength
ds needed, but they are very expensive and hard to fabricate. With

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



a

the aluminum handle protecting the DEC unit, there is no need for
further strength in board, Phenolic boards without the aluminum
frame tend to be a fire hazard, but with the aluminum frame it is
very difficult to maintain a fire within a group of plug-in units.
In addition, we are now going to fireproof phenolic boards.
Systems Capabilities.

We have very good system capabilities and give fast delivery
and have a very good reliability. There is no limit to the systemsbusiness available, but in general the profit margin is low and
often negative. And no matter what our abilities, the situationwill always b that cannot take on all business that is around.

Reliability of Building Blocks
fact that. we took our computer to Boston twice and

Mew York once and California once, plugged it in the wall and
demonstrated the computer is a good argument for the reliabilityof our unite. They have been in the field for two and one-half
years now with very few failure rates, and those that did fail
were usually failed while people were experimenting with them,

Modul@ Ghecking
Module checking varies the bias on transistor inverters totest for low current gain and noise. Because DEC units tend to

work even though they are hooked up grossly wrong, it is a good
idea to marginal check a system after it is assembled to be sure
that it is not operating on the brink of failure. Deterioration of
transistors is so slow that marginal checking does not need to be
done at short intervals but it is good to test periodically to see.
4 any transistors have deteriorated.

EmitterFollowers
Emitter followers have very little advantage over inverters

with clamped load resistors, but they have one very serious dis«
advantage, X the output is grounded accidentally, the transistorwill be destroyed. This happens on TX-0 ami Tk=2 quite regularly
when the computers were being debugged,

Dynamic Logic
Dynamic logic is wery complicated to use and one always

has to be careful to synchronize the action with the clock. At

:
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high speds transmi ssion time. is significant and synchronization
limits somewhat as to what can be done. We know of no computer

using dynamic logic now because of its difficulties.

Of all the questions asked Andy and myseif on the list,
these are the only ones that x think are worth answering.

01
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 11, 1960 :

:

SUBJECT Burroughs Tape Deck
TO File - University of FROM XK. Olsen

Michigan Tape Bid

We called Mr. Grove, the local Burroughs-ElectroData office.
He is a very pleasant, helpful person who is part of a group of
about forty people who do sales and service in the area. He told
me that two people who have made systems like this that are com
patible with ElectroData machines are Consolidated Electrodynamics,
who made the Millisadic and the Microsadic, and Epsco.

The installation at Detroit Arsenal is an older type machine.
They no longer make the 544 data reader, but the new ten speed
unit is almost identical but with a little more freedom. The
Burroughs tape is 3/4 inch wide with two sets of six interleaved
tracks, There are four information bits in binary coded decimal
code, one parity and an end of block marker. Their new tape deck
has only one head, so just record six across.

The Boston office sells and services computers only and the
Component Sales Department is the one who sells tape decks. He
suggests we contact Mr. Edward Lyons, Manager of Component Sales,
ElectroData Division, Burroughs Corporation, 460 Sierra Madre Villa,
Pasadena, California.

K. H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE May 11, 1960

SUBJECT Motes on DARC

TO File FROM Xk. H. Olsen

Dan Giesler has about finished with his thesis which he
expects may have direct clinical use. He is writing experiments
from human beings and has gotten response 28 of the 30 people
he tried it on. The two failures may not be significant because
some of the California ran roughly the same experiments with
100 per cent results. He looks at half microvolt signals and
averages at least 2,000 times.

He said that the input to the amplifier does not have to
be very high impedance and I think he said that half any
would be good enough. The input tubes to the 0 Offner amplifier
are
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Say 9, 1960

dack Brown Men

We develop @ sales manual the* plains the eperations
end policies of the Sales Department. This sort of thing is a tree

grojeut 4if ene sets about te do it all ia ene time, but if
we heap a file folder threw in notes pericotically we can combine
them into a complete manual later om. If we dictate notes on
sales policy es we think of them, you can fi untilwe bave
sarnwgh + start a mame ere is my first

seturn, It is quite rude to semi backjust iterature when semeone
writes @ letter te us. If are de this,

Al letters inquiring about letter in

igure @ at
ef stock letters which answer

would like to know about it, and
least anawer thes ieltess. Gnd cbvigis thing to de is have a
te people whe send we & tells them that we do
mot make that type
"how? be encther stock letter that goes with our
far those people who just

then we
free time, you cap have thengo wick over some of cur old letters

which
that type of

ature.
les that have some

rt rf : i AG times we have written some good
and if ve @ 1 ef choice might be able

te generate scme ther easily. We might even make &
stock letter booklet Which lists all

enewer (inqeirice about stock on ay personal staticon-
ery and sign it myself. I think this seems gw! to the pecple whe
weqeest the informatica, but the only work invelved on my part iste sign my mame because the letters are stock.

ee B. AndersonJ. M. Myers8. Cc. Cleen



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE May 9, 1960

Henry Crouse FROM Ken Olsen

When you get quotations for me, it would be a good
idea to file a copy before you give it to me because it
may get lost if X get the original.

X suggest that certain catalog files, such as IBM,
have two or three folders. We might break them down
into computers, typewriters, and card equipment. When
the folders are so big, we can't find what we want.
Other folders that should be broken down are Sylvania,
General Electric, maybe Westinghouse, and a few others.

Ken Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE May 9, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Ben Gurley FROM Xen Qlsen

These prices were gotten in December, 1959, for various IBM
eard machines.

$14 reproducing punch, 50 or 160 cards per minute «
$70 to $125 per month.

026 Mey Punch, 18 columns per second
323 Gang Summary Punch « 983 per month.

$26 Sumary Punch is like the 026 Key Punch but has an
output - §700 per month.

Gn the 6506 computer they have a §33 which reads 100 cards

cards per minute at §700 per month.

The 716 Printer is $1,200 per month.

The 714 Header is $1,300 per month.

per minute at $550 per month, or the 537 which reads 20

The 7070 Reader is the 7500 which reads 400 cards per
minute at $400 per month.

The Punch is 7550 at 200 cartes per minute and rents at
$530 per month.

The 1400 machine has an 900 card per mimite reader and a
200 card per minute punch.

Olesen

ec XBM catalog file
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE December 2, 1959

SUBJECT

TO Ken Olsen FROM Henry Crouse

1. 026 Key Punch Rental. Alphanumeric $60/mo. +10% Tax
Numeric $55/mo. +10% Tax

Purchase Alphanumeric $3,200 +$192 Tax
Numeric $3,000 +$180 Tax

4 month delivery
2. 711 Cara Reader Model #2

Rental .$800/mo. plus tax
Purchase $32,00 plus tax

3. 721 Card Punch Model 1
Rental $600/mo. plus tax
Purchase $25,000 plus tax

The 711 and 721 prices are taken as a part of a system. Mr. Cummings
of the Framingham office gave me these figures over the telephone
and will be out Monday or Tuesday of next week,

Henry Crouse
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MEMO TOs DEC Telephone Operators
FROM: Kenneth He Olsen
DATE: May 6, 1960

Our only contact with many people is through the telephone, andit is very important that we give a gracious and pleasant impres-=sion to everyone. We never under any circumstances want to givethe impression that we may not want to speak to a person. WeWill never give the impression that our being in or out is depend-ent on who is oalling.
If a person is tied up at a meeting, the operator will give thefollowing answer; "Mr. Blank is in a meeting. Do you want meto interrupt him?" With this reply, n will usually not :

want to interrupt him unless it is mp tant.

KHOsecp



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 26, 1960

SUBJECT METAL TOOL PURCHASES

TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Loren Prentice

Machine tool or metal working tool purchases should be made
with the following in mind: 1) Proper situation as to growth of
company, and when to purchase. 2) Most profitable return on
investment. 3) This may be the only method by which our product
can be made. 4) Versatility. The ability to meet more or other
demands than are presently demanded. This list is broken into two
groups. First, items needed for production immediately, and second,
a forecast of the needs up to one year from the present date.
IMMEDIATE NEEDS

These will be listed in the order of their importance. A
general description of each tool will be listed plus several brand
names which have been investigated and which we hold quotations
from at the present time. 1. A 12 guage x 52" power shear. This
is large enough to cut 1/8% 24ST aluminum on a production basis
without exceeding its capacity. Brand names and model numbers of
these shears are as follows:
Pexto #12UH 35 H.P. F.0.B. Suttington, Connecticut.
This price includes precision back guage 3 H.P. 3

phase motor and starter, 4 edge carbon steel blades.
Weight is 3510 lbs. $2730.00
Famco #PH12-52 3 H.P. with the same equipment as
above with automatic lubrication installed.
Kenosha, Wisconsin. $5550.00
Wysong #1252 3 H.P. same equipment as Prexto. Model
has a few additional features. A multi-jaw clutch
totally enclosed gears running in a bath of oil.
Weight 444 lbs. F.O.B. Greensboro, North Carolina. $3175.00
Niagara #1R4 Power Shears has same features as
Pexto shears plus a better clutch and totally en-
closed gears running in oil. F.O.B. Buffalo, N. Y.
Weight 4800 lbs. $4340.00

F.O.B.
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2. We need a faster method of punching holes in sheet metal. A
large part of all of the men's time is being used up in individual
set-up of punches. Three methods are available to use in this
field. Single operation punch with quick change, quick guaging
features. These include machines made by Wales Strippit, Uni-Punch,
and so forth. The first cost of the machine is low, but the tool-
ing is expensive. Two turret punches where punches are set-up in
a turret. Fifteen or eighteen punches are available. The most
used sizes are left in the turret and not disturbed, and special
gizes are inserted before the job is started. Very little time
is lost in changing punches. Several different makes are
available. Weidman probably being the most popular in this field.
The main disadvantage in the past has been poor stripping, causes
distortion of the sheets. This may have been corrected during the
last few years. The third multiple punching using any of several
systems probably is the most attractive. Whistler or Richards
Brothers systems applied to our press brake for the present time,
and later to a specially built press made for this purpose as our
production increases. Any of the above systems requires a thor-
ough study of the method and inventory of our work presently and
future before any intelligent answer can be arrived at. While
considerable effort has been spent in this direction, the study
is not thorough enough yet to make an estimate of our needs at this
time. Investment in this field would run from $2500 to $5000, and
purchase should be made as soon as a study is complete.
36 Engine Lathe. We need an engine lathe from 10" to 15" swing,
24" to 30" between centers with quick change gears for screw
thread cutting, collet attachment, 3 jaw Universal and 4 jaw
independent chucks. In short, all tool room attachments except
the taper attachment. This market has been thoroughly invaded by
all the foreign countries, particularly England, Germany, and

Belguim, and while foreign lathes seem to be a very good invest-
ment at the first thought, the problem of obtaining replacement
parts and repair parts after a few years might become exceedingly
difficult. Motors and motor starters for these lathes, even if
they are purchased, should be bought in this country as practically
all foreign make motors and starters cannot be repaired here.

DF268 digital equipment corporation
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Several possible choices of lathes will be listed, equipped as
outlined above, each with three phase 220V electric motor and
manual starter or magnetic starter with overload protection.
South Bend 10" Lathe. 27" between centers.
Spproximately $2500.00
South Bend 14%" Lathe. c4" between centers.
Approximate price $3450.00
Sheldon 13", 34" between centers. Approximate
price $2700.00
Delta 11" Metal Cutting Lathe. C4" betwéen
centers. $1855.00
Lebond Regal 13" x 42" Lathe. $4288.00

24" betweenClausing & Cole Chester 13" Swing.
centers, $2911.00
4. Because of the nature ofMilling Machines.
our work and the fact that we already own one
Bridgeport Miller, this was the only machine
considered. The question here is what options
or in what manner of machine do we want to pur-
chase. As we are contemplating some fine layout
work such as small gear boxes and gear trains for
tape transport mechanisms tape readers, core
handlers, etc., it seems that the best comple-
ment to our present equipment would be the
master Miller with the smaller tooling, more
sensitive feel, and higher speed. Base price of
this unit is: $1430.00
Total price with the necessary vices, tooling,

$1933.00colets, etc.:
As this is a turret type machine, we could at any
time purchase the larger 1 H.P. head either in
high speed or in the same speeds as our present
model. This machine would be purchased as out-
lined above with the power feed installed at the
factory. Upon receipt of the machine, larger
head Model J head on the present machine would be

digital equipment corporation
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exchanged for the master head on this machine so
that we would have a Model J Bridgeport Miller
equipped with power feed and a master model equip-
ped with hand feed only. An additional attachment
which should be purchased is a set of 8 end
measuring rods and dial indicators. These are
needed for accurate layout of dies and the small
gear boxes for tape drives mentioned above. This
item is approximately: $ 475.00

Drill Press. We need a 17" to 20" column floor type slow
speed drill press with #2 or #3 Morse taper spindle. Candidates
for this are:
Delta 18" floor model, with 3/4 3 phase motor and
starter. $ 280.95
Buffalo 18" Model. $ 399.00
Walker Turner 9400

6. Tool Post Grinder. This is an attachment
for use with the lathe necessary for making
punches and dies. Must be equipped with both
external and internal quills. Du-More tool
post grinder is the most popular and probably
should be considered for this item. The
model will have to be decided upon after de-
ciding on the type of lathe to purchase.
Approximate price: $350 - $450
LIST OF FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

No real digging has been done into the cost of these items.
Most of these items should be purchased during the next fiscal
year.
1. Do-All Band Saw. 16" or 20". This item
should run from $1500 - $2400
2. Hand Screw Machine. We have 2 choices here.
Either to equip a small 10" lathe with the
necessary turret quick feed collet, etc. or
buy a hand screw machine such as a Wade. A
second hand one which would be totally adequate
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could be purchased at the present time for a total
of
3. Heliack Welding Equipment. This in large
degree depends on the demands which may be forced
upon us for lightweight cabinets, consoles, and
the like during the coming year. This equipment
would cost from
4. Horizontal or Universal Miller. Here again,
almost an unlimited field. Nichols, Harding

makes. Price could be abywhere from
5. Small Tools. Most of these might be
attachments for the Bridgeport Millers
boring and facing head, right angle attach-
ments, shell mills and shell mills arbors
and so forth.
6. Tapping Attachments. Our present tapping
attachments are not adequate.
7. Die Filters. This is a low cost item probably
something on the order of
The two most popular models are Oliver and the
Butterfly.
8. Cooling Systems. We have purchased on cooling
system and as we require more of the above listed
equipment, at least one more and possibly two
more systems will become needed.

$1000.00

$900 - $1400

of the most popularANT AN,being "some

$2000 - $7000

$ 150.00
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 26, 1960

SUBJECT Logan, Crowell & Associates
TO File FROM ken Olsen

Mr. Logan with Frederick Schaller visited Anderson and
Olsen today to discuss their services. They recruit execu-tives at the level $10,000 and above. Their usual time
lag is approximately three months. They work by contract
and the assumption is usually that they will definitelyfind the man. They spent part of their time definingthe man and working out the specification. The cost is
$250 in three payments for three months. This is sub-
tracted from the main fee which is 15 per cent payablehalf when the man first joins the company and half after
three months. Mr. Schaller is the local representativebut all the work is done from Hartford. They concentrated
on companies and individuals in the New England area.

Ken Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE April 2%, 1960

SUBJECT Sfowex Supply fer POP] Display
TO Dick Best FROM Xenneth elsen

Mere's a suggestion as to how we make the
final power supply for the POP) display.
two 749 panels we can have a single power supply box
with four standar 110 velt solar transformee each
with their own bridge rectifier and filter. With these
in series we get almost 600 wolts. If we make sll the

or one of them the one amp size, we can
put an isclation transformer across one of them with a
separate bridge rectivier that would give us the -150
volte we need for the display. We can stackelectrolytic capacitors until we get enough filtering.

@ Kenneth Gleen

ec Gurley
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DATE April 2%, 1960

TO stan Olsen FROM Ker Olsen

Jordan Maresh has rectangular wash basins like we use
for etching tanke. They cost $1.98 each and are 6"
deep. If you need any more, I am sure that Henry
Crouse ean order them by telephone.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



= MEMO
FROM Ken se

When visitors from LYFE came a week 80 ago, We promised' te
show them how to wire up systems with our Building Blocks and show
them how to use our preprint tracing paper. Do you know (ff we owe
them anything else, os have we filled our obligations te than?

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATF April 21, 1960

= MEMG
TO Jack Brown FROM Ken Olsen

We have limited ability to make trips now but we can rather
efficiently make telephone calls. On top of all the other obliga»
tions you have taken on, what do you think of the possibility of
assigning a few mornings each week and spend the whole morning
on the telephone, You might do this from my office on the third
floor so you can be completely alone. You could donate one whole
morning to calling everyone you know at IBM and see if there is
anything going on there,

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE April 21, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Jim Myexrs/Jack Brown FROM Ken Olesen

Every week the Accounting Department a come
fidential report of the company which is given te
the officers. Secause this is a regular thing, the produc-
tion report is included in the same bookiet. The financial
report lists the new orders and liste the shipments, but
there is one other piece of information which we would like
to have from the Sales Department, and I suggest th=t you
write up a very short report and give it to Bob Dill each
week and he will include it in his Nonday report.

fhe infrrmatinn which we would like to know ia
2. Which orders and which items are we late on

2. Which items does it look like will be late
3. Which items do we have orders fer which we do not

yet have designs for.
Ken Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 21, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Jack Atwood FROM Ken Olsen

One of our problems is giving everyone an idea as to
what is going on in Advertising and what their obligations
are as far as giving information to Advertising. I proposethat from now on you include the following report in each
Bi-Weekly

1. A list of each publication you expect to get out
next in the following six weeks. You should list
the status, what's holding it up, when you expect
to go to press, and when you expect to have
them out.

2. List all mailings you plan for the following six
weeks.

3. all new product releases for the next six
weeks.

This X think will give people the confidence as to whatis going on and they will be able to make suggestions and
111 their obligations to the progran.

Ken Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 21, 1960

SUBJECT

«Stanley Oleen FROM Kenneth #. Olsen
Maynard SandlerTO

George lord

would like te see us move all silk screening into the second
can't let this disrupt

we also cannot wait for a slump in production because x dan't think
we'll} @im4 that. I would like to use the present room downstairs
for a new and elaborate copy camera and for a photographic studic.
We'll make all silk screens on the first floor but do all screening

ficor socom as

om the second fieor and in the machine shop. We up a
setup rerwanentliy nutsi'te the tool rrib. We shoul) alse

eet up an inepection bench there se that sheet metal work will
ge to the inspection Gepartment on the second fleos but 611 workwill stay right within the third floor.

We have a lect ef room on the second ficer that we are not using
wery effectively and we're going to have to consider it carefully.
x think we'll remove the bench near the sink and give the silk

eoning double width area. There should be plenty of racks for
drying etched boards.
scr &

Before we make final iayouts, we should make a tentative layoutof the dumb waiter so that a11 cur other layouts will go arcund it.
George Gerald's area is not being used well, particulariy the section
in which he has his Gesk. All inspectinn mow over in the production
benches should he able to be moved into his area. We can move the
eoat racks out into where we are now testing transistors because
that's a big open area alongside the wall outside your two offices,
then we could make a double bench where we have a blank wall between
George's area and the present coat rack. Thies will give us a ict
more working space for inspection. There will be very iittie traffic
by where the coat rack is now, and so we can have a bench facing
that way.

We can start moving storage upstairs anytime. We should start
saving nice bexes for sealing up our reject stockroem. Gn the west

digital equipment corporation
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aide of the building we should be able te put 011 power supply
assenbly and still have reen to make 4 system or twee. This night
be a good breakdown for having aki plug-in unite en ene side and

Glen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 20, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Loren Prentice/Ben Gurley FROM Ken Olsen

x iike the package we developed for the new photoelectric
tape reader, and I think we should follow the same general designfor our final packaging. I think the final package should contain
photoelectric tape reader, paper tape punch, a reeler, and a tapefeeder. Underneath the 7 inch pane] that holds the tape reader,
X think there should be another 7 or 3% inch panel that holds the
reeler in tape feeder. This should be the same general design as
used om the Bendix computer but we can probably make a neater locking
one. This panel could also hold the switches. The reeler might he
@ low inertia reel with a low inertia torque motor or it might be
servo controlled like the reeler on the Ferranti. The tape feeder
should be like the one we used in TX-0, and Whirlwind. The
tape punch, which should be on the side of the cabinet, rota be
the separate Ferranti punch.

I think the cabinet should be welded back just like the console
computer is with just a cutout on the side for the punch. Rubber
feet should be ahout 3/4 inch or one inch high and mounted in the
bottom so that air is blown out of ome side of the bottom and
sucked in the other.

Ken Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE Appeal 20, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Stan Gleen : FROM Kenneth BM. Olaem
Maynard Sandler
Jack Smith

< checked the inside of the vacuum sweeper which we are usingto collect the filings from the board grilling and was quite
st°prise to see the fine dust there. Beside t's appa iy large
particies which we normally see, there is very fine dust which I
am sure it is a good idea te collect and not blow areund the room.I think we right away commect the vacuum cleaner up to the
other crill. These vacuum cleaners are relatively inexpensive
fxom Sears Roebuck and we have several around that use.

The paper begs inside are going to have te he dusted off
regularly because this very fine dust plugs the pores and cuts
dows significantly on the vacuum. I suggest that someone take the
machine apart and see if the dust would burt
does not I think we should take the bags off
outside. These vacuum cleaners work something } ike @ cyclone
Go not filter out the fine particles. The particies that escapes
past the motes would be exceedingly email and I can see no hare
blowing them cutside.

Kenneth&. Glee
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 18, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Bee Hughes/Dick Best FROM Sem Olaeen

There is a danger in keeping cur technicians in a pool because
they tend not to take responsibility. Jack Smith, who is not our
most capable technician, has turned out to be one of cur most
valuable people because he was given the opportunity to take
responsibility and he tok it up with If we assume our
technicians are too busy or not capable ef taking on responsibility
they never will.

XY would like te have us outline responsibilities ef the
myinesring "spartren? and ses if ran'?
to take over the whole responsibility and de a good job. I'd
iike to move the janitor out of his cubbyhole and put test equip-
ment headquarters in there. This would be a good time to lay out
responsibilities. Here are my suggestions for the list but
like to have you add on so that we give it &
week or two.

the man in

1. Maintain, check, calibrate, and inspect periodically
according to a fixed schedule and with god records ali
scopes, meters, and other test equipment.

2. Check an? maintain a11 DEC digital test equipment and
keep the available on the shelf. All unchecked
ex reworked modified waits should be kept in a separate
shelf.

3. Pick up all test equipment on engineering benches.

4. Keep clean, neat, and in order all test equipment such
as the transistor tester and the General Radio bridge
which are permanently leZt on benches.

%. Maintain the engineering stock room. This should he
kept. very neat and all stocks maintained.

6 Maintain the audie announcing system for the company.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 14, 1960

SUBJECT

TO. Marlan Anderson/stanisy Olsen froy Kenneth Olsen

ttre. George McTammany, in the Purchasing Department, of Foxboro
visited oux computer with several Foxboro engineers. They were varyinterested in our products and I offered to show them our plant ani
be very helpful even though I suspect they are mainly interested in
our manufacturing techniques. After the Show I wrote them a letter
telling them that we would like to be helpful and inviting them out
here because we would like to get to know them better because in
the future they will meed digital equipment and we will need control
devices. They would like to visit us April 21 between 930 and
2000. I encourage thi « and told them we would just love to show
them the place and show them how we do things. I'm not sure that
they want to buy anything, they may just want to know how to do
etched wiring: but it would be worth while getting to know them, I
figure. Two men, Mr. Henry Mile of their Engineering
Department with about 100 people working for him will he here, and
Me. Vendenti of the Model Test and Methods Department who has about
40 people working om electrical and testing will be here.
Nr. Wells the Purchasing Agent or George NcTammny, one of his assis-
tants will come along also. Their phone number is Kingswood
3~$311 or CApitol 7-0866. Mr. McTammany's extension is 2393.

They are working on a project which sounds like Electronic
Consolable Control. This is thirteen instruments tied into one
unit, for process control. Honeywell is trying to do the same down
at Fall River but apparently without success even though Foxboro
has been doing it for two years.

Kerreth Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE April 11, 1960
Miss Barbera Werts

Helen LeBlanc FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We can't officially give people permission to
work hours other than the official working hours of
the day, but I think you should tell her that unoffi-
cially she can go right ahead and start fifteen minutes
early and leave fifteen minutes early in the evening.

I think we ought to let her get married and let
her start July 5.

As to her salary, I: don't really know what we
should pay her. Will you find out for me what an
average person with a Bachelor's Degree is paid and
what an average senior would get paid during a summer
job. She is part-way in between these two. Do we have
her grades from MIT? If we don't, we really should
have them on record. It might affect somewhat what we
pay her.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
April 7, 1960DATE

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson/Sen Gurley FROM Xen Olsen

De. James Petersen, a radiologist frien! of mine, is :

going to bring out the instrumentation engineer from Mass.
Genexal x-ray department to see us next Friday at four
.@'clock. Thia fellow is giving lectures at Harvard andis out up what equipment isavailable in our field. He 4is a Ph.D type from N.I.T.in electrical engineering.. It would be nice if we had
the ARC program set up seo we eould damonatrate at, prefer-
ably with somebody head.

Xen Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 7. 1960

SUBJECT

TO Ben Gurley FROM Ken Olsen

X suggest that we write a letter to all power supply
manufacturers and request price and delivery on the following
power supplies 15 volts +5%, 5% ripple, 48 to 63 cycles AC
or 48 to 800 cycles AC, not adjustable. We are interested
in compact, light weight but not miniaturized or necessarily

+militarized.
We should explain that we build systems that normally

use a simple minded resonant transformer followed by silicon
rectifiers. We are now periodically being asked to make
systems that would operate on 50 cycles and other odd fre
quencies, and we would like to have a source of power supplies
for this.

suggest that we modify or put in production our +10
supply with a transformer that will tolerate this frequency
range. If we regulate it with forward conducting silicon
rectifiers or zener dicdes, we should have a good general
purpose 10 volt supply. I don't know what we do for our
memory supply.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE April 7, 1960

Push Button Palse Generators
Bob Rughes/Dick Best FROM Ken Olsen

When we build special systems they usually have
several push button pulse generators inside, and usingour present unit= it gets to be rather expensive. f
propose that sometime we look at less expensive waysof doing this. One idea is to use a thyratron typetransistor which when it fires would develop a low
impedance pulse that would not need amplification.
We could have several pulse generators in one plug-inunit, probably enough for any single systen.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 7, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Jon Fadiman/Wally Weeton FROM Ken Olsen

In memory exercisers where people desire an indication
as to which digit caused the failure, I propose that we
use one of the two following systems

i. Stop on error so that a standard indicator
driver an' an incandescent lamp would indicate
in which digit the failure occurred. This would
assume, of course, that the memory being tested
had a memory buffer register which would hela
information.

2. Use a thyratron type indicator tube such as
type 395A or Kip Electronics type

KP~145A.

X have written a letter to Kip requesting newer infor=
mation on their tubes and also price and delivery. If we
use these thyratron type tubes we would have to have a reset
button that we clear the register whenever we start over
again.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE April 7, 1960

Jack Atwood/Jack Brown FROM Kenneth Olsen

We should have @ sales report form, and I would like
to have you two think about it and come up with your ideas.
The trouble is that when one starts thinking about the possible
uses of this, one develops too many ideas and it gets
almost unwieldy. It probably should be a snap-out forn
that will give us a copy to be dropped in each customerfile so that we know when visits have been there. Gne copy
should go into a log for the individual that makes a salescall. One copy should alao go to a master file in the
home office so that anyone interested can see what activityis going on. Each contact with a customer should be entered
in this.

We don't ever want to get to the point where people make
contacts simply to 111 the book but a aystenm of this typecan't help but give the individual a measure of how many
people he is contacting.

Kenneth Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE April 7, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth Hy Olsen

I suggest that we have the drafting room prepare a drawingwhich will present all the standards for 19 inch panel. I
suggest that we take the chart from the rear of Premier catalog
#600 and use it for the basis, although the details will bedifferent. I like their method of lettering different panelsizes starting with A for the 1-3/4 inch wide. We use adifferent location for holes for the A and B size panels.Their standard panels are 1/32 inch less than even multiples of

inches. I think our standard is a 1/16 less but this is
the sort of things we will include in the chart. The same
chart should include the standard hole layout for racks whichis on the bottom of the last page of the Premier catalog.

:

@ We might photocopy that last page of the Premier catalog
and modify the appropriate portions and then have it offset
printed and distributed freely within the company.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 6, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Ken Olsen FROM Ken Olsen

Julien Rubenstat, 'from Southern Plastics, called
in regard to our inquiry on TV faceplates, their
company does compression molding and extruding. They

extrude sheets for vacuum forming and suggested that
this is the method we should use because of the low

production we are interested in. One of his customers

who he says in the best in Hew England is Plastic Turning
Company, in Leominster, ask for Mr. Letart at
KEystone 4-8326.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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DATE April 4, 1960

FROM__ Ken.Olsen

MEMd
TO Henry Crouse

Please order the kit for the MECA system from AMP

fox $42.00 if they can give us delivery within a very
short period.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



sess 1960MEMG DATE
TO Anderson/Ben Gurley FROM ken Qlsen

Briggs, from the Civil Engineering Department at M.I.T., called
He has talked to many people in the department this

machine ani has created quite a bit of interest in its use for traffic
They use the word "traffic to mean traffic in the very

to be he on the mailing list for any future documents on

problems. like there is em Commonwealth Avenue in Boston.

Ren Oleen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 29, 1960

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H, Olsen

Please check the price of the RCA 281218, 2Ni214,
281215, and 2N1216. These are bi-stable switching typetransistors that they call Thyristors.

Please also find the price on the lowest price
biestable transistors by Solid State Products who are
somewhere on the North Shore but have a representativein one of the nearby towns. I don't particularly care
which kind they are but I would like to know what the
lowest price is.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 29, 1960

Ben Guriey and Dick Best FROM Mem Olsen.

Raytheon is now advertising 16 inch, round, all metal
cathode ray tubes for radar displays with 7 phosphors.
These would be very convenient for us to use because
escutcheon plates are avatlable for 16 inch round tubes.

z found a blueprint of a Syntronic stator type yoke
with very interesting characteristics. When this biue-
print was made only one yoke was available but they ciain
they can make them any impedance we want. The vertical
eoil of this yoke is highest inductance which is 10.2 MAY.
278 mm. will deflect this yoke one radian with 12 K
accelerating potential. A inch square with 10 KV
acceleration potential would need only 156 mils in one-
half of this push/pull yoke. With a 250 volt supply, .
this yoke shoul deflect across a 9 inch square in 6.45
microseconds, Other factors such as relinxation in the
iron core and LR time conatant ef the damping resistor
would slow it down somewhat but this can give an ides as
te how fast it can be accomplished,

I propose that we consider this as replacement for
both the oscilloscope and our inexpensive computer
esei lliosrope,

Ken Glsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE arch 29, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Stan Olsen FROM ten Olsen

X was a little surprised at the poor looking etched
boards we had at the I.R.E. Show. We should make our
etched boards and System Building Blocks larger so that
they show the handie and in that. way we won't have cocked
etched boards.

Before we make any hew pulse amplifiers we should
relayout the old ones because some of the components
lock awfully close together, particularly those large
diodes in the center.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 29, 1960

Harlan Anderson FROM Kanneth Olsen

Here are some notes on the tech. rep. from England.
His references were the Midland Bank of New York and the
U. B. Chamber of Commerce. Their company is six years
old and before that for four or five years they were a
department of the parent company. The company now
consists of two engineers with two assistants and two
in the model shop. They have three sales engineers and
three inside sales people. They have three in the service
department and seven in the maintenance department.
Their meter maintenance department is a significant part
of their business because they are one of the few people
truly approved for doing meter maintenance.

Kenneth Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 29, 1960

Jon Fadiman and Wally Weeton FROM Ken Olsen

Chris Snyder stopped at our booth at the ARRAS)
Stockholders' Meeting and at the 7.2.3. Show to tell us
that they had trouble with their plane tester. He knew.
of nothing specific except that people have trouble
eetting up the ewitches and teri to mike mistakes
asked him if he had any specific troubles with thetr
machine and he said he didn't knew but they
om the back quite a bit, se I call and
find out what the situation is anil take care of them an4é
be sure they are happy. The names of the two people are
Ben Kane and Kirk Schlact.

Daystrem has one probien with their exerciser. When
they change the mode awitch, it generates a pulse which
goes into the loop and starts the thing going. I should

figure out from cur diagrams how to stopthis and send scmebody down to repair it or tell then
could

te de it.
Ken Clisen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 29; 1960

SUBJECT

TO Tea Johnson/Jack Brown FROM Kem Gleen

Hdget, Ingram, Mouser & Greer (spelling 7?) have an

office in Nevada that is responsible fex ail the instru-
mentation in the atom bomb tests. Apparently they are

large users of digital equipment and even though atom

hosing has down for a while, they may be still
a good user.

digital equipment corporation
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MEMO ace

e

TO en Gurley/Barlan Anderson/ FROM Kan Olsen
Stan Olsen

Ted Johnson says that: JPL is very much interested in a computeriike PDP-1 for format control. The competition is the small cnc
computer. They are expert programmers and not at all disturbed by
the fact that we are limited in our programs. They simply want to do
a simple fixed program. The two people interested are Mr. Tom Mitten
and Mitchell Baim. They are going to be at the I.R.E. Show and so
we should keep an eye out for then.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE March 18, 1960

TO___Jim Myers FROM Kan Olsen

= MEMO

Please order the following patents. Hold onto this list
until we get the list from our patent lawyer to be sure that theyaren't duplicated,

2,928,894
2,928, 896
2,929,050.

Xen Olsen

DAP 984



DATE March 18, 1960
= MEMO
TO Jack Brown FROM Ren ™ gan

During the Eastern Joint Computer Conference, one of the
wheels from AMP, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, showed a let of
interest in our Test Equipment because they are getting involved in
logic units using multi-aperture cores. He is also interested in
the Memory Tester, but I am not sure what this is for. Will you
schedule somebody down to visit them, or at least make a telephonecall to find out what the interests are. Before the EJCC theydidn't realize the application of test equipment at all and even
now they probably don't really have the picture.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 19, 1960

Applications
SUBJECT

To Ben Gurley/Harian Anderson FROM kenneth M. Gleen

Gar first advertising of Pome] to the people alreadyin the computer business and they tend to mislead us as to where the
market possibilities are for thig Maybe we shouldn't
listen to het programars but should go out aggressively after the
fields which we know are there and not being touched by other people.
The ever! which have come up without looking include machine tool
positioning tape production, mailing list maintenance, format
control, and i am sure there are a ict others.

We tend to lose interest in these because they always need
something special but when you look at what Bolt, Seranek & Neuman
want, it's not going to be an off-the-shelf item either. When you
consider what they're asking fox, for the money, it might be an
awful lot more work than what we do per dollar on memory testers.

Gleam

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 18, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Sem Gurley and Bi-Weekly FROM x. HB. Clsen

X called Dan Geisler at N.X.7. to get his to what
avexaye response computer s>oulf be. Me feele it is desirable to

take 10,000 samples when one is working with human beings because the
background signals are often 40 te 60 microvolts anf the desired
signals are often as low as 2 microvolts. When people are working
with animals they cam slip off the skulls and get signals that will
look good after & 100 samples because they can get much closer te
the cortex.

Be felt that 256 points om the curve is very nice, but 128
might do and he suggested that one might even get by with 64 points.
Mwy wot an Offner differential input amplifier with a gain of one
to ten million. Me uses a frequency response of 8 to 600 cycles
but some peopie like to go icwer and a few even like to go dow te
BC. As one gets closer to the source of the signals, the pulses
are narrower and get down to about a millisecond in width which
would need an amplifier ef about $000 cycles.

Ge May 10 and 12 there is going to be a conference at
om computers and biophysics. This is only fer invited people and
we would not normally be invited but Dan will see if he can get us
om the list. We definitely d have some propegenda on our
equipment. then and it would be nice if we had a brochure written on
parc. It would be nice to have the computer nearby where
people could come te visit it. Thies show conflicts with the shows
im California and we can't have the computer in both places. I2
the computer is tied up with work at Maynard, we may not want to
ship it te California anyway.

Xen Glsen

digital equipment corporation
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DATE Mereh 18, 1960MEMO
TO Ben Gurley end Herlan Anderson FROM Ken Olsen

Williem Briggs, from the Civil Engineering Department atcalled on Tuesday at about 3:30 peme and wanted to talk about
PDP. He was particularly interested when he heard we had one here
and wanted to come out and see it. Thursday afternoon was particuelarly convenient for him and I assured him that it would be veryconvenient for use Now we have to make it convenient for us. Hewill be here about 3:30 pom. I gather that they are just exploringthe use of computera and working with maps and in the design of what-
ever civil engineers desicn. He is going to ask for me but we shouldtell the receptionist to steer him on to whoever is most qualified
and available at that time,

DAP 984



MEMO DATE Mareh 18, 1960

TO Loren Prentice FROM Ken Oisen

We have ehout four or five lenses for the enlarger in the dark
room but the lene boards are just laying about colleoting dirte Even
@ ough most lenses aren't worth very much it is #211 worth keeping
them in good shape, and besides a couple of them belong to me. W211
you suggest or have someone make a box for holding these lens boards.

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 16, 1960

Library Shelves
Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bailey Woodworking Company, in Framingham, TRinity
9-9846, makes custom library shelves but they are used
to bidding against people whose standard line are
specified for jobs. The trend is now toward birch
shelves instead of the oak which has been used. Their
standard modules are 7 feet tall, 3 feet wide, and about
10 inches deep. The price is about $30 per running foot.

Cardeau, Inc., at LOngwood 6-5821, carry solid
maple shelves, 39, 61, and 82 inches high in 36 inch
modules. These are stock items but they do not have a
price list and do each job separately. They also have
island units, single or double.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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= MEMO
TO___gen_@urley FROM Ken Olsen

X propose that we have Jack Atwood set the instruction code
and all the summaries in the back of the PDP-1 manual in type inmedi-
ately. We'll then have a head start on our booklet. If you thinkit's a good idea, we could have Frank Hazel look over the instruction
code first to give us any ideas he has and suggestions the actual
wording of the instructions.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



1960

TO Jack Atwood FROM__Ken Olsen

MEMO
Frank Hazel, of Mitre Corporation, suggested that we try usingStu Bemis, who is the Lincoln photographer. He thinks he is very

good at this type work and I would suppose his prices are probablyless than most conmercial photographers. stu Bemis probably will
contact us, but if he doesn't the Mitre phone number is CR 4-8750.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
@ DATE Maxch $, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Dick Best FROM Ken Olsen

We had a formal request from Lincoln Laboratory on the Dicon
Tape Buffer. I. just sending the request back to them saying that
we don't want to bid on it because I feel that we are in an
competitive disadvantage in dealing with Lincoln Laboratory. If
we ever do build this device, I have another angle that I would
like to consider. Instead of a 1000 word, six digit memory, we
could build a 96 digit, 64 word memory. We would then need no
anput register and we could drive our digit drivers straight from
their signals. We then need a 96 bit output register which could
be one mounting panel full of our four digit buffer flip-flops.
We'd drive it linear selection with a separate switch and driver

or they'd send it out to other people to get bids on it.
for reading and for writing. We could then read and write completely
independently. { wouldn't tell Lincoln Laboratory about this approach

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE March 9, 1960

Ben Gurley FROM Xen Olsen

At the ARSD Stockholders' Meeting, I talked with
Manning Young from Addage Company. He said that Convair

San Diego, Blectrohics Division, needs a computer to
process data resulting from destructive testing of airplanes.
He suggested that we immediately get in contact with Stan
Rogers ari Paul Sherertz.

also suggested we send a letter to Mr. Bill Furney,
Rational Research Laboratory, Sound Division, Electronic
Branch, Washington.

Ken Olsen

ce #H. 8. Anderson

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 8, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Jim Myers FROM Ken Olsen

Yrom the latest brochure from McGraw Hill, I think
we should order the following books if we don't have
them in the library already

SERVOMECHANISM FUNDAMENTALS

CONTROL ENGINEERING, RESISTANCE AND RESISTORS

DIGITAL COMPUTING SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC NRATGNERS HANDBOOK

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS HANDBOOK

PRINCIPLES OF CIRCUITS OF SYNTHESIS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS.

I am sure we have a number of these books, but you
can easily find out.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
4

DATE Mareh 7, 19604

SUBJECT

TO Sem FROM

te. Frawley, whe is in charge of Susiness Review,
called te find out cur present thinking on suberriprion maintenance
with the Pope]. anid we still think it's practical and were
enthusiastinr ebout it. Jim Wateon of the Wateon Service Sureau,
whe had visited us with Frawley, hae been down te see the Readers'
Digest inetaliation. They uee e Univec and have a fabuloutiy
complicated syetem. HBR one thisneed
we might learn more ebout the problem if we would visit Readers'
Digest. Frawley we most likeiy could de this. The next stepis ter Pravley and Watson te lay cat 2 of the *
When we see the flow of can tell them more what the
operation would be with a computer,

2 have collected information from the different addreasing
equipment. companies, bat x have not yet heard from to
whether they could print em the format needed by the
Cheshire iabel adhering machines.

ten Olesen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 7, 1960

SUBJECT

J. L. Atwood
R. L. Best

TO FROM
H. E. Anderson Kenneth H. Olsen

J. B. Brown
R. A. Hughes

This is my understanding of our plans for literature for the
I.R.E. Show. If anyone understands differently or has better ideas,
be sure to bring them up.

We will have five pieces of literature ready by March 21.

1. "Digital Makes," a four page brochure that lists all the
plug-in units and literature on other products
New 100 Series literature

. New 1000 Series literature
- New 3000 Series literature
- New 4000 Series literature.

W
w

dN

In addition, we will offer to mail to people literature on
the following:

6. PDP-1
7.
8. Memory Tester
9. Core Tester
10. "How to Use DEC Building Blocks"

Both Test Equipment brochures will take the form of the present
3000 Series brochure. A photograph of the Test Equipment in a mounting
panel will be sufficient for both block diagram and unit picture. We
will correct and bring the text up to date.

The 1000 and the 4000 Series brochures will have a photograph
on the front of a mounting panel almost filled with units. On one of
the back covers will be a large picture of a single unit. These
brochures will fold out to form one long sheet. The 3000 brochure

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Page 2

will be three sheets wide and the inside will have a block diagram
with pin connections and description of each unit of low speed line.
There will be four on the first two sheets and two on the last with
full descriptions. In the middle of the last sheet there will be six
block diagrams across with one sentence descriptions underneath for
those units which only need one sentence.

The 1000 Series will fold out to four sheets. The inside will
contain four block diagrams and descriptions on each page. Twelve
block. diagrams with one sentence descriptions will be on one of the
back pages. In the SBB brochures we will list all the power supplies
including the new +10 and all the mounting panels including the 1906
but we will not make a point of the 1906 here. I understand that Dick
Best and Bob Hughes are checking the validity of the present System
Building Blocks and are gathering one sentence descriptions of all
System Building Blocks that we need them for. When they give the list
of units to be described, Jack Atwood will check to be sure we have
block diagrams with pin connections for all the System Building Blocks
we want to include.

The "DEC Makes" brochure will be four pages. The front page
The insidewill have some interesting photographs of our equipment.

page will be a chart of all of our standard Building Block line with
and the 10 megacycle. Under-columns for the 500 KC, the 5 megacycle,

neath the chart there will be some general rah-rah description of
Building Biocks. The opposite side, or page three, will be a list
with a one sentence description of all our other units.' The bottom
sentence should say something to the effect that there is also a lot
of other more special units to be made so be sure to bring your problem
to us because we may have just the unit for it.

Instead of describing our systems, we will have a picture on
the front cover of the brochure which describes them, and then a very
short paragraph opposite this front cover. Above are listed ten
brochures and this will make a rather impressive looking back. Jack
Atwood will go ahead and design the front covers for those which we
haven't written as yet. We'll have to write them soon after the I.R.E.
Show and get them printed. The only thing we really commit ourselves
to in doing this is the brochure number and the fact that we will
eventually write then.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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DATE March 7. 1960
= MEMO
TO Sele LeBlar- FROM Olsen

X'm assuming that you are going to advertise and let all
employees know that x-rays will be available, free, March 18. We
want to be careful to let people know that the company is offering
this but net insisting that people take it. We should let them
know that the ounpany ie paying the fee.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE March 7, 1960

=MEMd
TO star 0) sen FROM Kan Nise

Here's a copy of @ Kelco Supply catalog that z think youshould look over and see what first aid supplies we should have. Gn
page 98 there is a cabinet for $59 which looks like what we need
for the first aid department. Will you also Look at the stretchers
and see if we need one for emergency.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE February 29, 1960
= MEMO
T O___Barlan Anderson Ken

We have a meeting on Thursday of this week, March 3, with

Jay Forrester te discuss his project.
Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATF Yehvuary 26, 1960

TO peb Hughes/Dick Best FROM

% propose that we produce a 10 megacycie inverter plug-in unit
and make very conservative specifications om them. We couid make

rules such as only two inverters in series.
Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE Mebruary 36, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Bughes/Jack Atwood FROM Mem Glee

X peoposs that ve ship cet @ quick sheet oa our
etandaré power supplies, If we make it look
like the sheet we have on the 730, we can do it
rather quickiy. It should include al) the information on
the 721, 740. an@ cur new +10 supply. It should include
the dimensions and the weights and the "sem 11*14
xt should prebebly even what the level in some
measure regulation.

X suggeet that we have & picture of the 721 or
others one with a blank pane} on the top, and then Wea Cas
have & paragraph om each of the supplies. We might
the 736 and the 731 or 732 in the eame sheet. If we
describe the dimensions and the fact that the 736 has a
meter, we will mot need @ picture ef unit.

Ren Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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BI-WEEKLY Kenneth H. Olsen
February 26, 1960

Remington Rand Memory Jop

Remington Rand asked us to bid on production quantities of
magnetic core memories to be used in their new commercial computer,This job has many attractive features, such as high volume with
very low sales. We felt that because we had particularly advanced
circuitry we might make very good profit while charging the same
price as other people. However, we decided to turn down the
opportunity to bid because we would be concentrating on one
customer and one product which would not be building up our repu-tation and line of proprietary products. We started the PDP
computer and now we'll have to give it ali-the time, enthusiasm

proprietary line of computers.

the computer,and capital that we have. If we do a
we will have a significant company rep 'ang a profitable

We are also afraid of thi

the design and production Of the stem /to Remington Rand. There
are many details in specs. a which have not been
worked out yet that would 6s and much liaison.

job becduse it would tie
too much of our business to oné Customeh, might cancel at
any time. Part of the contrac uld Be giving all the rights to

Flip-Flop Design
I have

transformer desi
The present circui
the high impedancewill also make it
width.

nding a time with Al Swift on a new
the cdtimon input of high speed flip-flops.

awe much pulse current so we are trying
imary with a higher primary voltage. This
ible to standardize carry pulses to a narrower



DATF February 24 1960

TO Tack Bream FROM Kan Olsen

EMEMO

We got a letter last week from the college that we seld

equipment te asking for information as te how we use it. Were we

able te take care ef their needs?

Men Olsen

DAP 984



DATE February 24, 1960

TO Marlam Anderson/Jack Brown FROM Ken Olsen

MEMO

Gn Yebruary 23, a letter came from John Seeland IBM Federal
Systems Division, in Guaha, Nebraska. They requested "etailed tnfor-
mation on our Test Bquipgment. I'd like te hnuw we did te
follow up em thin.

Men Olsen

DAP 984



1960

B. Andersen Gisen

i. Qutch sheet ali plug-
hut on which we BO sheets

deed on our

3. A beskiet en with

1. Deb Bughes is, with-acrhe<progrem, going te prodece
unite which we are acw

willing to sell; fut onwhich Bo literature.
These can be and iy ways incespiate, but
there sheuid be ch at least. has the pin

2. sre developing good locking
ture on waite which we feel ie our main
prodect produce sheets oa those
wnits which are the main line so that we don't

h of
only

give the that you need ferty kimis of unite
to use cur equipment. In addition, we will produce a

ali unites.
goed looking type set sheet that will with ene

prepoes that we deveicp twe completely
one fow Test Equipment end one for System Building Biecks. The heading
for the five meyacycle iine be in light brown and the headingfor the 360 MC should be ia bine. All priatirg be im black and
eet in ype.



tm edition, there should be on Areressery Section which
includes the mewnting panels and power supplies. for now, we can get

with the litexature we aiready have cn power supplies ani mount ing
panels and the sheets within the section do act have be consistent.

also be section cniied would
things like wervent drivers.

y the
wait, a hieck diegram ef the contente with pin commections, and
schematic.

The Test will have @ photogragh which will show the
om the front panel and «

Jack Atwood is having the replacement schematics made fer ail
we de aot now have ton

wtats mace of all those we have. thea eget tha we

iead resisters
paint out ati roms unnecessary Gimplify the
welues in: but if it the we'll icave them cut and

4m the tant what the ice cesistors are. We will aot
the thes

get all simplified schematics
ané a1] photographw perailal, butas soon es we have the conponenta
we will make one sanple sheet to get everyone's before we,

whee

Al catelea sée?will be that be
eo date by a Table of Contents. Tho page will
two parte the model number and the date.vill be priated in the lower right-hand corner the

page ef each eataics entry and will be as follows

When we heve the entalog sheets dome, ve will etaple then
booklets, such as distributes. We can give

these out freely because they won't wel top much and we will include
the same sheets with separators in our and a anew



Dage3 3

that will whet be in
lees

Be Sveryone will generate outlines and thoughts as te what
the tutorial booklet showld and after the big
push is evexs on the iitesatere we will start te verk
om it.

X propose thet we include in the finished sheets oaly these
waite that are in the 46090 Series bonkiet, the Test Bquip-
gent booklet and the System Building hiock booklet, the modernized
wersicas of them, and that aii ether anite be included under the

:



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 2/24/60

SUBJECT TLease-Parazon Reproduction Machine
TOv Ken Olsen FROM Henry Crouse

Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen

Lease Arrangement: Chandler
Cost of Machine 1850.90

3.3%
Monthly Rental... .. 2 8 61.05
Length of Rental.. 36
Total Rental Paidecececevcccscesessccs se tel97 .80
Cost of Machine l950.00ev.
Tnterest Paid... ee 347.80

End of rental period options:
ey

(1) Cancellation
(3) Purchase machine at 15% of initial base price of

1850.00 or 6277.50.This Last option is not written in contract but is
a verdal asreement.

(2) Renew lease 6% per year rental or 111.00/year.

Total cost of lease to own machine:
Interest 347.80

15% OPtLONe reel)250
625.0

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT

TO

M-1082
INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE February 23, 1960
Bus Schedule

Those Concerned FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We often have visitors coming to Maynard from
Boston, and the attached bus schedule may be helpful
when giving information regarding departure and arrival
times.

The bus leaves Harvard Square at the corner of
Massachusetts Avenue and Gardner Street.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Attachment

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MIDDLESEX & BOSTON STREET RY. CO. e 1020 MAIN ST., WALTHAM, Mass, e lel. TW 3-7330
MAYNARD - CONCORD - BEDFORD AIRPORT - HARVARD SQUARE

WEEK DAYS AND SATURDAYS
A.M, A.M, A.M, A.M, AM, A.M, A.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M. P.M. P.M, P.M, A.M,

* Does not run Saturdays. Connectng with bus for Lexington, Arlington, Belmont and Watertown

WEEK DAYS AND SATURDAYS
AM, A.M. AM. AM. A.M. A.M, A.M, P.M, P.M, P.M. P.M, P.M, P.M. P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M, P.M,

BUSES LEAVE HARVARD SQUARE

* Does not run Seturdeys. Connecting with bus for Lexington

Harvard Square - Bedford Airport - Concord - Maynard Maynard - Concord - Bedford Airport - Harvard Square
AM. AM, AM, PM. PM, PM. PM, PM PM PM PM AM, AM, AM. PM. P.M. PM. PM, P.M. PM, PM. PM. PM. AM.

Maynard 06.15 6.55 7.55 8.55 9.55 10.55 11.55 12.55 1.55 2.55 3.55 4.55 5.35 6.55 7.40 9.25
West Concord %6.30 7.10 8.10 9.10 10.10 11.10 12.10 1.10 2.10 3.10 4.10 5.10 5.45 7.10 7.50 9.40
Concord 26.40 7.20 8.20 920 1020 11.20 12.90 1.20 2.20 3.20 4.20 5.20 5.50 7.20 8.00 950 11925 1.05

Alor 7.32 8.32 9.32 10.32 11.32 12.32 1.32 2.32 3.32 4.32 5.32 7.32 10.02 1137

7.45
Five Forks . 6.50 cB.40 9.40 10.40 11.40 12.40 e1.40 2.40 3.40 04,40 5.40 c7.40 10.10 11.45

East Lexington 6.55 7.45 8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45 12.45 1.45 2.45 3.45 4.45 5.45 << 10.15 11.50 <
3Arimont Villege 7.00 7.50 8.50 950 10.50 11.50 12.50 1,50 2.50 3.50 4.50 5.50 7.50 40.20 11.55

Harvard Square .... 7.15 8.05 9.05 10.05 11.05 12.05 1.05 2.05 3.05 4.05 5.05 6.05 8.05 10.35 12.10

HARVARD SQUARE - BEDFORD AIRPORT - CONCORD - MAYNARD

6.15 7.15Walt
Harvard Square 790 825 925 1025 11295 1295 125 295 325 425 515 525 545 625 815 10.35 12,15

East Lexington . 8.45 9.45 10.45 11,45 12.45 1.45 2.45 3.45 4.45 §.35 5.45 6.05 6.45 8.35 10.55 12.35
Arimont Village 7.35 8.40 940 10.40 11.40 12.40 1.40 2.40 3.40 4.40 5.30 5.40 6.00 6.40 8.30 10.50 12.30

s< 740
Five Forks 7.45 8.50 9.50 10.50 11.50 12.50 1.50 2.50 3.50 4.50 5.40 5.50 6.10 6.50 8.40 11.0 12.40
Airport. . 7.52 9.0 10.00 11.0 12.0 1.0 2.0 3.00 4.0 5.00 6.0 7.0 8.50 11.10 12.48
Concord ..... 635 7.35 8.10 915 1015 1115 1215 1.15 915 3.15 4.15 5.15 6.15 7.15 9.05 11.25 1.0
West 'Concord... .... 6.45 7.45 8.20 9.25 10.25 11.25 12.25 1,25 2.25 3.25 4.25 5.25 6.25 7.25 9.15

Maynard 6.55 7.55 8.30 940 10.40 11.40 12.40 1.40 2.40 3.40 4.40 5.40 6.40 7.40 9.25

a a

SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
8,15 9.0 10.30 12.0 1.30 3.0 430 6.0 6.55 9.25Harverd Square . 9.0 10.30 12.00 1.30 3.00 4.30 545 7.15 15 10.35

Aslmont Village 9.15 10.45 12.15 1.45 3.15 445 600 7.30 830 10.50 12.30 West Concord 9.15 10.45 12.15 1.45 3.15 445 6.15 7.10 9.40

East Lexington <§ 9.20 10.50 12.20 150 3.20 450 605 7.35 8.35 10.55 12.35 Concord........ 9.25 10.55 12.25 55 3.95 455 625 7.20 8.05 950 11.95 1.05

Five Forks ... 9.25 10.55 12.25 55 3.25 455 610 7.40 8.40 11.0 12.40 Almont . 9.37 11.07 12.37 2.07 3.37 5.07 6.37 7.32 10.02 1137
€ 10.10 11.45 <=Airport 9.35 11.05 12.35 2.05 3.35 5.05 620 7.50 8.50 11.10 12.48 Five Forks . . 9.45 11.15 1245 215 345 5.15 645 7.40

Concord. 8.35 9.50 11.20 1250 220 3.50 5.20 6.35 805 9.05 11.25 1.0 East Lexington . . 9.50 11.20 12.50 290 3.50 5.20 6.50 7.45 < 10.15 11.50 <

Maynard 8.55 10.15 11.45 115 245 4.15 5.45 6.55 9.25 ard
West Concord .. 8.45 10.00 11.30 1.0 230 40 5.30 6.45 9.15 Artmont ..... 9.55 11.25 1255 925 3.55 525 6.55 7.50 10.20 1155

10.35 12.1010.10 11.40 1.10 240 410 5.40 7.10 8.05

Holiday schedule in effect the following holidays :May 30 - July 4 - Labor Day - Thanksgiving - Christmas



nen Garley/Dick Best/
Wally Weeten

Z called Jim Shalierer sbout 430 p.m. today to get some more
Getaile the 1024 six bit memories. They have eight bit stacks
ready to he folded which they can deliver in about @ week. Four
bit stacks would take four five weeks but
less per etack. The amall cores in eight hit eoet $1,600 and
Grop to about 61,100 4in quantities ef 25. The,
are cores and are ready to

& m
m 3t about $3

90138 a

are aveilabie

one and 5puts eat 45 4

tester bat he said because their
. they are comitted to using

mentioned chr'
heaéler teste 12

ted we comtact Turk Sleck foc further
talk about testing:

enlled RCA and got a whole new list
they hope will be competitive.

we to et him know if they are not competitive. Wally also got 8
price on the eix digit 1024 word memory using 722N2 cuoses which are
64 by 646 stacks

$0 30 mile. This core takes 200/400 mile drive and puts out
635 for one. bing time is approximately 2.1 miere-
seconds and strobed weil with a 0.4 microsecond strobe. The cost
ef these coves is less then the small ones because these are

The price was $1,050 and delivery of about five
thinks we can do better than the sive weeks.



Page 2

Ted Sopp from Lincola called end said that they have
the core ray fren us a head start. Itwill probebiy take him a tew weeks to erder



DATE___February 16, 1960
=MEMO
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kan Olsen

Please check with a distributor or Alden Manufacturing and order

one tube socket for cathode ray tube #5GDP1, 'socket4s a medium

shell Dileptal type.
Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATE
TO Maynar4 Sandler FROM ken Olsen

= MEMO

We're not doing a good job of maintaining our tool room in the
machine shop. In fact, I don't think it will work until we assign
somebody that definitely has that responsibility. Would it be
possible to assign one of your people that responsibility? I don't
think it should take more than a few hours a week, but somebody is
going to have to maintain it and complain when things are not put
back in order. we don't do something drastic, we're going to
have no control whatsoever up there. The shop is largely a production
responsibility and will be more so when we get a foreman, and so I
think this is a natural thing to put under you and have one of your
people take care of it. IX would like to hear your reaction to this.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 16, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Maynard Sandler FROM Xen Gleen

Yor a long time we have been looking for reject units that
we can give away as samples to our friends, such as the Board
of Directors. Dean Alden of Harvard Business School has sent
& number of inquiries our way because of the wnit which he
has on his desk which he took from ARAD. be
the only unit out now, and we should send more. This unit,
by the way, was one of our first and it looks very poor.
propose that you make a production run of twenty Test
ment unite and twenty System Building Blocks and call them
gifts for paperweights, charge it to Sales, use some reject
boards in the stockroom, preferably from something that is
obsolete and maybe that already has parts and lugs off. These
can be almost any unit, but they should be good locking and
should have enough parts in it that look like there is some
sophistication. We should use completely reject transistors
and not bother testing at all. Let me know what you think
about this.

Ken Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE February 15, 1960MEMO
TO Jim Myers FROM Ken Olsen

This is a chore which I think you should do right away.
Somebody is typing letters so faint they look like there is

at all. Will you check all the typewriters and be sure
that we've typing decent letters and, if not, have the ribbons
replaced. At the same time, be sure that all the secretaries know
that all letters typed on company stationery must go to the Master
Letter File. If people don't want a letter in the letter file,
then they should not be typed on stationery.

Men Olsen

DAP 984



DATE 1960ETMEMO
TO Catendar/Seorge Gerelds/ FROM an Olsen

Leren Prentice

Phil Brager from Mitre Corporation is coming over
with a

couple people em Wednesday noon te discuss testing
with QB. We want te he very gracious and helpful te then, even

though X'm net be very helpful transistors.
Rem Olsen

DAP 984



12,

.

I've lost track of what jobea y™ are "ring m= wet
would like to have you start if you are free. A little

investigation may preve that it is act worth vhile, in which case,
you should stop it immediately. The digitally controlled milling
machine project at H.I.T. 4is a contouring quite
different from the point to point type machine we are working
on with the Gil Gear Company. The first step in\theis to compute the curves on a fairly capable machine like the 709.
The output of this calculation is a
Auto a special purpose device

norma] fitting and
generates an anaicg magnetic tape.
device which Gisectly controls machine." I bave the feel
ing that a can do both the< txons now dome on a 704 and

te the third

tape, Xt might 20 to first Go the
calculations and generate a and thea em the separate
pases convert thie to an ensicgtape, ome machine can do both
operations I think it g to the field,

X chink m.2.T. would & rich ef information fer this,
there. Several pecpie leftthat

and went to carried on the work since then.
I'm not sure that le at N.I.T. ex Concerd Control to
know eur asbitions this we way elminate the need
for one of their key which ie the device that converts the

want

digital te analing tape.
The anaicg tape, as i underetand it, is act very difficult,ia mot the usual sense but @ saturated square tave in

de
the milling We may need a epecial analog tape wait the
machine, but the circuits would he grouped for saturating type
write circuite driven f:um one flip-flop fur each conriinate plus
one or three reference signals "other they have three
phase reference me phates



mon @leen

be werth while, 1f you have the time, te isek
ee e080 if it looks fruitful.

atthink
thie

16

tate

eee KK.
2. a



B.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

1060

Wee Broome, from 641 Gear GConpany February 9 and
wanted te know if we could solve a preblen that they have. My firet

that it is a natural for analog, but they are heaving
trouble dotng it because of the problems in getting wide range
tachometers. This is a very classical problem and people have bees
working om it for many yoars. It is where they are winding up paper
ex cloth er like material end wernt to wind it with constant. tension.

Gear makes the prime mover for the winding but apparentiy needs
ecusthing better for tension control. The normal aot
give the wide range necesary nor the precision, I find
thie hard believe, but we will continue to look into it with then.
They would like to use a pulee type tachometer, that puts
out pulses during each revolution and eo the speed is proportional te
the number pulses per unit of time.

The diameter is equsl te the surface or width speed divided
wy the hub apeed. don't know how te doe this simply, however, and
X am sure they can't afford a digital multiplier like we would nore
mally wake.



DATE February 10. 1960

TO__dim Myers FROM
EYMEMO

Ken Olsen

ZX don't know what we have done about this before, but will
you collect several pieces of test equipment and system building
blocks with reject transistors that are particularly good looking
that we can give away as office decoration to several keypeople.
Check with Stan as to which ones we should use for this.

Ken Olsen

ees 2, B. Andersca

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February iG, 13463

SUBJECT Sasward Suginerss foview
TO Tilia FROM Semeeth @, Sbven

D the
Ac. James Vataon, when mye th, that the anilingsist Yor Sarvard gerdpee geeiew, vinttet an Pobwuary 5 to dhecurstie ase « HOF for miintaining *Mett list. They have about 60,600

which $6,060 are cach tha
Hailes out evexy othec auth Pas the ifet fe vovizced eereral tines
duriag the two mouth perict. In addition, they have to

diets with other nagarines times :during the year
and they would like very much to get. e@tatistical on thair

for the verification eecvices ant for thetr own use. They now
have ali thats on multigruph plates, which ia very
waeleldy and oseless as Sar as getting statictical information. The

have gunched cards which have the acdrees of the in hecte-
go cert feat the and

probion thexe is aet particularly satisfactory. Two corpantes

qraph master form on the beck of the cacd from "hich addressee are
printed.

Oat ccapater does a
operation it is mot ae to the acoacey 3% ae faust about

right mow Dut can go way or the otier bow as

a

theresgh iavnetigation goes.

They ay need tere smite "hen revising their list. One
for the old liet. cme for being anf anne te
rewelta the revise' 4list. If we could figure eet 6 way of doting this
with two tape units. {t would cut the ceste siqnificantiy.

Printing the is part of the end

eprocket Beles on one inch centers ie the ene thet feade the sormai
automatic sechinecs. Aneles probebiy could mndify one of
their to thie. I think ear only eccnenical if
we cam eae the computer for the steerage inveived im running the Ame los.

machines could Se veed. but cue made thet uses

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



a 2

be better to have &-1/2 inch wide, 72 colum printer that they
puts to people with whem they are int lists. It might bePossible to buy perforated mounting stripe that can be
address envelopes without using a label. We have the vider paper and
one could type two or three normal address abels in parallel.

Gisen

A 22 or 24 digit column Anelex printer would do the job, but it might
da thats we 22d an shay rather

fed Anelex printer, of operations where you want to

7

ec B.
:



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February @, 1960

SUBJECT art Klemola = Applicant
TO Mlelen LeBlanc/Loren Prentice/ FROM BR. Olean

Ben Gurley/Dick Best

We received a resume teday from a Mr. 1. Kiemola
whe lives here rsin Maynard. Se used to work in the Wooleni from 1926 wntil 1956, and then at Raytheon from
1950 to 1953, and now Helper from 1953 to 1960. He ia a

tar type and supposedly starts with
preliminary schematica and develops parte lists and
orders parts and follows wp on procurement purchasing.
Be says he fe thoroughly with MIL apecs and
preferred parts.

Stan thinks he is someone like Mike Storm, but he
might be & very convenient helper in the Engineering
Department. I wrote him a letter saying we don't have
openings now but suggested he stop in toe get te know us.
IZ he is that interested, we'll have a chance to
at him without being forced te say no. When he comes, 2
think Ben Guriey, Dick Best, and Loren be
sure te see hin,

We somebody in this area, but he has got te be
someone who will not get in the way and not upset the

Ren Glsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February

sUBJECT

TO FROM Semeth &. @lem

ae. Feewiey, of Marvard Business Review, enlied today and
wanted to know 12 cur egotpment could he used for magazine

ton filing. They now heave 60,006 which ie
many for their mechanical asad rather cheelet equipment they have

getting. Me expects visit about one om Tuesday,
now But pet big enough for the 7076 like the big magazines are

We checked with several business foum companies and theywill come out and visit us and explain what addéreee label forme
they have. We would alee like to know what Kind machinery ie
avaiiable foe appiying addresss te wagasines.

I Ansiex ané they say that thie ict ef ferus avai lable
foe adtressing that have 16 feed holes em them aye availabie adhered
te 10 feed paper backing. They aise say it's poosihie to make
edgeviee printer with three oc five wheels, but they fe). this
takes more sterage; bat I don't think it would 4 we are wing 6
computer anyway. At 900 lines per minute printing lengtiwice, it's
going te take ebout five houre to print 60.000 addresses. An adge-
wise printer might take mech tee long fer this,

Five lines 24 characters takes 126 lines om magnetic tape,
or 40 words 18 bits in computer stecege. If the 15
addresses a record, the recerd weald be equal te 16 inches of
megnuetic taps. This means that ome veel of tape would hold about
72,006 addresss

The probleme we beve te face ave bow do you update, how you
sort, and how do you prepare new sdéress lists. {
need three tape unite, but you might get by with tree.

e bb.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

SUBJECT

TO

te weald aice

inexpensive and we should get as many circuits on a package as

oux 4600 Series if at &@1) possibile.

ZX think that cur present packaging system is about as

progots se together for an hour 2 tve semetny and tente-

ae ney an
and aleo thinkwe shewi4t ase

same powexs oupply and same pulse characteristics

teo)l control amd ithe applisations.,

W
t i
ai

i::EE
1533

é-
ats

4

to bid ex at least heer whether

makG @ Aggiqn these
when

jobe to wan these.
Aiacussing problems that

and
ost

sadéen
better
a
ry om

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD.MASSACHUSETTS

he applisations. These ghould be very
should get as many circuits on a package as
that cuxy present packaging system is about as
hia gp can get, and I also think we sheai4

ly voltage and the sams pulse characteristics
4000 Series 18 at possible. It would

we good to use the 26610 transister because the experience wa

proposes that we have Que transister flip-ficps and diode
capeciter gating. We night work out & system just like we had

met we should have at least 4 or § velit pulses.
32 the ike the 4000 Series in width, they will act dra

across diodee. Yor the odd units itke delave and clacks,

tively design & iine ef low speed, icw cost for machine

4

that we ase ia
it.

we could use 40 Series with slightiy 4iffecent outpu transfermers
which might mean that ali we seed te Gecign is a few flip-flop wits
amd some diode

bat simply go te
low wide ircu t th loading it won'tall the way te

have are digit shift register
counter and

22 we could get together tem
things, we'll be & let
come wp. We may of
is worth whtie



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE Feb 1960

Harlan Anderson FROM Ken Olsen

Bill Congleton called Thuraday, February 4, to say
that next Wednesday, February 10, they are having a visit
from a fellow whe is starting up a computer consulting
business. This fellow is someone you apparently know
about who did quite a bit of programming for Dupont.
They are now looking for capital and American Research
is wondering if maybe they should become part of Digital,
or at least they would value our opinion of then. We,
of course, like to have everybody know about. our computers.

Bill Congleton wanted to come out here but when he
found out I was net going to be in town, he wasn't quite
sure and he will call you and work out something. 1f

think it would be worth a trip for you and/or Ben to goin and talk to this fellow just so they know about us.

American Research was very unhappy when they realized
that we didn't use them in the Eta Kappa Wu publicity.

Xen Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



DATF February $, 1960

TO dack Atwood FROM

= MEMO
Ken Olsen

Yor our numbered permanent memoranda, X think we should have
special printed heading which probably should be called "Permanent

Memorandum, The subheadings should be printed also, such as
author, subject, date, and then a space for approved, and then
abstract. Now, the first page I think should contain nothing more
than this with the abstract, then the main text should be on pagesafter that. It might be wise to not print "Abstract so th=+ when
we have only a paragraph or two for the whole memo it's not abstract-
ing and this could all fit on one page.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



TO Jack Atwood FROM Ken Olsen

February 5, 1960DATE
= MEMO

We should have a standard form for requests for bid. I
propose th=t they should have across the top in fairly large letters
REQUEST FOR BID and under that should be the company's letterhead
which can be either the standard letterhead or a simplified one, then
there should be room for some standard comments like are on the
request that we get in, i.e., reference number.

e
DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE Pebruary 5, 1960

SUBJECT

TO All Engineers & Technicians FROM xenneth H. Olsen

We are now posting outside the library the results of each

week's job tickets. It is a good idea for everyone to check this
list to be sure that we are not making mistakes in our accounting
of time. It would also give the engineer in charge of a project a

good idea as to who is signing time to that project. We might also
be able to keep better control as to which jobs get assigned to

general engineering.
Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 4, 1960

SUBJECT Trip to Mutge Controls
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Oleen

X visited Hodge Controls early February 3 morning an4 caught
them rather by surprise « They claim te be moving from Greenwich
to Coa Cob and used this as an excuses for the condition of their
shop. Their shop was not dirty but it was cluttered an? X thinkthi a probably puts some limtt om their production capability. 'The

extremely capable in building delicate mechan-ical things, but I think they are lacking in organization. But theya seem to he doing a good job on the clutch brake, and x do think
we in buying from them. Bupefully, we will buy thewe
units in fairly large quantities and thoroughly test each one and
keep them in stock rather than be on normal, low quantitydeliveries

Most of theix units are made special. They are doing work
for General Rlectric and Westinghouse and most of it has to tolerate
high ature. They are building the units in servo
Sizes and they can stee% 'mee! like clutches and brakes andelectric motors. They make their om electric motors and can make
them DC, multiple phase, or single phase at any speed. They claim
because they can keep the clearances small that they can sake much
more efficient motors than other people.

Bach shaft hae two fairly well separated bearings. They use
hail. bearings from Mew Hampshire and felt bearing seals to keep the
powdered iron out. Powered 4iron 4ais normal powlered iren to be usedin BF tuning slugs, but they sort it out to choose only one size
particle. Me claime that in 50 pounds of material they can only

pounds.

They'd do a lot better aif they had some standard sises and
X think they are working that now. They are running through their
sine 15 and then they'll run through a batch of the bigger ones.all too eager to make special things. i'd be happier if he had
stock iteme.

digital equipment corporation
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was the founder of Electomi Company and 414 all the
design work. Manufacturing Company bought in to help then
om the financial problems, but they broke up and the corporation
was dissolved. Hodge went on to do better engineering and now,
without advertising, is selling to some of the old customers.
Haddam is eontinuing the manufacture of their same old units,
Hodge claims that Haddam is doing no engineering or improvement.
Z want to wali Raddam to hear thet side of the tory

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE Yebruary 4, 1960

System Development Corporation
SUBJECT Meeting, February 3, 1960
TO Sales File FROM

Ben Gurley and I met Robert von Buelow and his boss, Marry
Harmon, at the Viking Hotel, in Newport. They found out that the
hotel they vere going to was a very undesirable place and they
moved over to Viking which is old, but rather pleasant.

They want to decide in two months or so on a oomputer
They have investigated several and now the number boils down to

four or five. The Philco $-2000, which has a emory cycle
time of 2 $ microseconds, how much
you want to pay, or the IBM 7090, or the Control Data Corporation,
ex the Datamatic. They looked at BCA and concluded that it was
much to slow, but I think they must have made a mistake,

fhe day before they visited Sam gt Bureau of
Standards. Sam, who of has strong opinions on everything,
had very strong opinions on their subject. He had just completed
@ study for Wright Air Development on what would be needed for a
simulation facility and was ali primed for 8DC. felt very
atrongiy that they eb"ata build a computer themselves. This might
be the first time I have ever agreed with Sam. However, theydidn't taik over the problems of not having standard order codes
and the resulting standard programs. The advantages that San
pointed out were the ease of special orders and the ease of tying
im external equipment.

Xt took us a while to get oriented with our words, but our
understanding now ia that von Buelow would like qhent gix input
registers wired for a simple-minded miltiple sequence. Instead

a volatile memory to hold programmed counters, they could be
simply toggle switches. Some other mechanical switch arrangement
would set up the priority like this idea and I think we
might use it for all our in/out operations in the standard machines,
We have a tremendous advantage in that we could give this to
vou Buelow with very little extra cost.

digital equipment corporation
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They are considering several ways of working with us. [ff
they buy the ma ne from someone else, they could buy this in/out
register from us or the black box which ties it te 8000 inputs.
This black box is a monster and { think we would probably sell the
Building Blocks and let then wire it at sore. They are interested
in 630 flip-flops, but the $39 flip-flops don't srund too bad. For
the number of unite they will need we might do well in designing
@ special flip-flop package with two transistor flip-flops. They
probably will only need one cutput load and a very inexpensive
flip-flop buffer would probably sell anyway.

Their pogrammes like floating point very much. Before we
get. much further along with the we are going to have to
figure cut what it cost to subprogram this. Some people offer a
floating point black box which appeals to von Buelow.

Some people also have a biack box which dimes decimal to
binary decoding. I think this does a single digit at a time, but
apparently simplifies things quite a bit. 2 we work out thie
black box it might be useful in our machine tool control when we
read a single decimal digit in, we can convert it to binary and
automatically carry out the conversion as we 111 in the buffer
register. This means you have to read ia the ieast significant
digit firat, I think.

We gave him an estimate of cur cost for 16,000 words of
memory and it totaled three-quarters of a million which they felt
was low. I think we may have to consider lowering the price of
our memory and perhaps increase the price of the computer. Vou
Buelow's cost estimate on core memories varies from §.44 to $2.20 perbit. We have to check om these prices because if they do go down to
$.44 we are charging too much at §.50 a bit.

We got off to a slow start but after a while we stirred
their interest and if we are enthusiastic about doing the job, I's
gure we can do a better job than they can get done any place éise,
Youn Buelow is going to ask us specifically to give an informal
proposal om the points discussed.

ZX talked a little bit about my ideas of simple computers
tied in parallel so that several people can use small computers or
one person can use a very powerful machine. This caught the interest
ef the senior man because he liked the idea of starting small sand
keeping the maintenance down. They have had a lot of experience
with the high cost of programming and so they appreciated the avail-
ability of a cnmputer for program debugging.
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They are & nonprofit organization, which mans they collect
profit off their normal projects and accwnulate it for things likethis which are for the public's good. They hope to get part of the
machine given to them because of their nonprofit status. This would
put other companies in a favorable cnmpetitive advantage. They won't
have enough money to buy the machine all in one year but would have
to spread the money over two or three years, but it hae to be a
purchase and not a lease. it's to their advantage te capitalize as
many things as possible.

Newport is about 85 miles from Maynard and good read dowte Fall River wher it becomes very tedious city driving
Kenneth #8. Olsen

oc H, &. Anderson
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DATF Fehruary 2, 1960
=MEMG

Dick Best/Ben Gurley/TO__Sab FROM

Im locking over the cathode ray tubes, I discovered that
Sylvania has an equivalent to the Tektronix 541 cathode ray tube
which has a rather interesting and, maybe someday, useful character-istic. It takes +170 volts to deflect this full scale horizontally
but only +14 volts for the vertical deflection. This means that we
ean drive the vertical plates directly from a 15 volt transistor
decoder and get full scale deflection.

It's teo bad we can't de the same on the horizontal, but theselittle tricks are useful te know,

Ren Olsen

DAP 984



MEMO DATE
TO feren Prentice FROM__xem Olsen

Please have ef your people tighten the

the iegs on the two tables in my office.
Rem Oleen

DAP 984



DATE February i, 1960

TO Gurley FROM Kan Olsen

MEMO

te. @ B. Yow, from American Standard, Norwood, Mass.
(A.M. phone Mezwoed 7-5300, P.M. phone Norwood 7-3220) called and
spoke to Maynard Sandler. Mr. Young mentioned that he had previouslyJack Brown an' Andy. His friend, Lt. Beb Beckman, Guided
Missile Training Center, Dam Neck, Virginia, will be enming here on
Tuesday, Febsvary 9, with a representative from American Standard.
They wish to discuss a computer te be used for training.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATFE February 1 1960

=MEMO
TO Stan Olsen FROM Xan

We now have the engineers' and technicians ime charted
quite well. Will you go over this, particularily Loren Prentice,
ami see if we can't more realistically assign the time. some
percentage of Loren Prentice's time definitely gues into production
but it is not so in the accounting.

Nea Olsen

DAP 984



DATE February 1, 1960

TO Jim Myers FROM__xen Olsen.

EyMEMO

te is probably about time for us te go through and microfilmall eur records again, Will you go ahead and arrange to have thia
done. Have we filed the last microfilas in the hank vault? If .

we have not, will you take them home until we do arrange to put
them 4in the bank so that if have a fire here we'll have them
put away somewhere.

Ren Olsen

DAP 984
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DATE February de' 1960MEMO
TO__ Jim Myers FROM Ken sen

The numbering system om the tools im the tool crib is in very
poor shape. Will you put a concentrated effort in getting the tools
returned or having a checkout slip or removing a tool from our
records altogether. There are too many biank openings on the shelves
with neither a slip nor a tool. The people are just utterly care-
less about tools, like our sets of drilis and sets of chisels,
we just have to have those tools available when we need them. Will
you also see the machinist and Loren Prentice and assign numbers toall the new tools which they have built ex bought and then add then
te our memo on numbered tools.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 27, 1960

SUBJECT

TO want Atwood FROM Kem Olesen

X*m not happy with the Butiding Bleck MNewnting Panel
Jiterature. ff think the rather awkward, but in addition
it is going to be awfully hard to lay it out so that it makes
sense. Mere is one possibility Let's make two Product Bulletins,
The one on the 1906 banana jack panel should be on a separate
aheet and in this way we can make a decent pitch on it. We can
alse give very goad close-ups and net detrart freon the others.

On the main piece of literature, I think the pitch should
be that mounting penels aré available in four sises - 20, 25, 33,
ani 43 units. Z would simply list the accessories without pictures.
We need vary little text on each of the wits. I think that we

4 have ene photograph of ali four unite. They eruld be even
stacked cone on top of the other. Xa a tabular form underneath, we
ehoui4 list them itn order of sise and probably put the name
"20 Unit Mounting Panel Model " rather than "Model 20
Gait Mounting Panel. Im the same tabular form we could list the
cover plate, but we have to decide what is the front. We say
park for the side that in other places we call front. f think we
should just say, "Cover plate fits over the front of the 1901 and
1903." Under the whit extender we could simply say, "She wnit
extender Model 1954 provides arcess to a Building Block while it
4s in operation in the syste. °

The chart on the front and back wiring ie awfully hard to
. tet's include that information in @ sentence with

each unit.
Z dom't like the word "accommodates.* It implies a certain

amount of personification and I think we should just say "holds
many unite. *

Let's not call any ef the units "special. The text on
the tabular form might go something like this

digital equipment corporation
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"25 unit mounting pane], Model 1903, helds 20 standard
DEC System Building Blocks and takes 5% inches of vertical
space in the standard 19 inch rack. The depth with units
installed inehes. The center-tocenter distance
between units is 3/4 inch to allow free flow of sir
between unite. Medel 1903A has the end pieces reversed
ao that the wiring ais on the back side of the panel *

The rest of the units can use evant the same wording
modified to fit the unit. There is nc need to make each one sound
original,

X doen't know how we the fact that they need some
ventilation. We sheuld mention i but do it as briefly as possibiec,
Maybe under the 1901 we could put a single sentence like this,
"There should be at least a small amount of forced venti lation with
mest unite when mounted in this density.

The heating for tht shaet 705 Pe sory my ane
ned any proses. Xt might just be "Four Sizes of Mounting Panels
Available for nae Syatan mii!iAtng

Kea Clsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 27, 1960

SUBJECT Merhanieme, Ine.
TO Catalog File FROM Kenneth BR, Glsen

X called Blectomic Mechanisms today and it sounded like they
are actively im business. They now have four sises ef units.

Brake/Clutch
Rise Ciutch Brake GenPinatien
is 8-9 lb. inches $108 $90 $210
13 3 lb. inches 90 7$ 180

2 ib. inches 721 170
9 lb. inch es 72 170
1

These are now standard servo mounts and they have changed
the design, they claim, so there bearing problem
and ne clearance problems internally. They feel that it is reason
able to drive a capstan directly from the shaft of a brake/clutch
nah{pati

They claim that when driven with a series resistance equal
te four times the interns) resi stance their actuation time is about
230 microseccnris,

We recommended, if we're driving in both directions and
braking, that one clutch be put opposite the capstan.

Their representatives are Ragen and Potter.
Kenneth Oleen
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DATF January 22, 1960

TO__ Andy

= MEMO
Olsen

Reminder File - 2/5/60

X# we haven't heard from Edmund Wild ef about his DDA

problem, we should probably give him a call and see how he is
doing.

DAP 984



DATE January 22, 1960

TO Henry Crouse

=MEMO
FROM__ Olsen

X ad for a shelf to mount on a 19 inch rack. This
shelf slides into the rack se that the rack is completely flush.
This seems like just the sort of thing we need for our systemsrather than the shelves we are now making. I think the name of
the company is Western Devices. It's the company that makes racks
something like Premier racks but they're on the West Coast and
Western is the first word in their title, Will you look through
the catalogs and see if they happen to have it listed there and,
42 not, call their local representative or send a letter to them
asking for their price and delivery.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



Ben Gurley/étan

wr. Gordon, of ARTE Bngtnecring Conpany, somewhere
im Maw . ealled teday offering theirs services.
they are, they elaim, noneulting enginesre but they are
really an orgentartim thet verde ang' @ cham om
eur om theirs. Way Grafting services
end, I think, more ordinary type nginedring. It
he that they have people whe are MIL specs
which we might

send in. our

& of this type people in the
while we were program. Usually the

engineers are not they are rather
well paid but there dre yhere it worth while
weing then.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

SUBJECT
January 21, 1960

To J. L. Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
R. L. Best
J. B. Brown
H. J. Crouse
B. M. Gurley
H. M. LeBlanc
S. Cc. Olsen
A. E. Pontz
M. Sandler
W. E. Weeton

Those departments and groups which are not directly involved
in solving customers' problems often lack the attention and interest
they should get from the rest of the organization. The groups
often don't get the suggestions and criticisms from their users

@ that they should and they don't have the opportunity to pass on
criticisms and suggestions to the users. I am now proposing that
we set aside a time each month where each service group will meet
with those users which are interested.

I propose that 8:30 Monday morning we set up a meeting in
my office for one hour or less. If this meeting is permanently
scheduled, then we can adjust our other appointments around it.
I suggest that the first Monday of the month we meet with the
Accounting Department, the second Monday the Personnel Department,
the third Monday the Publishing and Advertising Department, and
the fourth Monday the Purchasing Department. If there are five
Mondays in a month, we'll have a vacation that Monday.

We'll try this for a few weeks and maybe after that we'll
have some better ideas as to how we should run it. We'll start
next Monday, January 25, with the Purchasing Department.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE January 21, 2960

Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth 8. Glsen

The white paint we use on the front ef our phenolictest equipment panels is marginal in its toughness,
There is epoxy paint available which has to be mixed
with a catalyst just before use and then the whole thing
cured in an oven, which seems to be significantly
tougher. We experimented with this at one time but
were not really successful partly because of the extra
steps involved. you could lenk inate this, it might
be well worth while because it will make our equipmentattractive for much longer periods of time and
might also make it possible te silk ecreen the front
panels ef the This project will take some
experimenting and, if you feel it worth while te start,
use George Gerélds freely. He can do all the work but
Z think you will have to supervise it carefully.

z remember now why they hought the extra Delta
aander, The aidea was to set the Sears Roebuck disc

for sanding wood and completely outlaw the use
of the Delta belt sander or the Delta disc sander for
wood but always have them set up for metal sanding,

Olsen >
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MEMO DATE 1960

TO Jim Myers FROM en Olsen

Please orter the following Volumes 1, 2, and 3 of
TUGRNICUS MECHANISMS FOR DESIGNERS AND INVENTORS by Franklin, Jones,
an' Helbroek Tuton. The price of the set is $16.00.

Rea Olsen

DAP 984



MEMO DATE J=nuary 20. 1960

TO

Oftgn whan we make ing panels with indicator lamps in
them we don't need to make them as compact as we have been doing,
and we might get by with less expensive indicator lanps and holders.Will you check over the standard size bayonet type lamps and see if
there are some that could be different from our inticatar lampdrivers and then find a good looking, but simple and inexpensiveholder. They cost very little so you can buy samples rather freely.
You might check with Dick Best te see what. maximum current we can
allow from drivers, We can put 18 volts across a 24 or
28 volt lamp, like we are doing now, or we can put a resistor in
series with a lower voltage lamp to be sure that we potted at less
than sate of woltage

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 18, 1960

SUBJECT @42 Geax Company's Requirements

TO Dick Best. FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bere are the requirements of 011 Gear Company as I remember
them. You should modify these or add to them if you understand
differently.

2. Data sero offset. I think we automatically supply this
anyway.

2. Mo loss of position when power fails. I think the obvious
way to do this is with a battery *="*, I think the toler-
ance on our - supply is such that we can allow the
variations between charging and discharging the porosity
storage battery.

3. 1 positioning. x think the way te de this is to set.
the number of the new position in dials and then let the
machine advance there whenever a job lever is pushed. It
may be necessary to read in the velocity also.

4. They also need an emergency off position.
$. The expected motion rates are 300 inches per minute per

slew and 10 inches per mimanta for machining.

6 Binary coding decimal coding is necessary because people
insist on thinking in decimal.

7. They have to be able to select velocities but they may
have some 1 mmber of velocities which they can pree
set with pots, and for each cperation the cede simply
selects one of the pot-set velocities.
X have an idea which haven't thought out but has some

interesting possibilities. With each point we should specify the
new position and the velocity at which the operation should be
started and the velocity at which the t=hJe should be at when it
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To Dick Best Page 2

is set to the new position. Yor work, one would
specify sere velocity at the new point, but if one didn't want te
stop when he got to the new point he would specify some velocity
there. Because of the omall nusber of possible velocities, this
would not gurt in the coding but it might make the sexrvomechanian
complicated.

Kenneth x. Glsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE January 18, 1960

Jack Atwood FROM Xenneth BH, Gieen

The student I.R.2. group does not keep an addressfile, but I'm thinking of writing a letter to the faculty
supervises and the president, whose name is Horace Lipton,an' suggest this possibility. There is a letter shop,
however, that has a number of lists and if you call M.1I.7,
and ask for the Letter Shop they could tell you if they
have these lists.

Rach company has rather elaborate hrochures which
they have on file im the library there. We probably
ought to generate something for this, although it doesn't
have to be very gaudy. addition, they have a notebookfile which people have photographs and mnt are) )
collections. Qur cover would show up very weil
im comparison. We probably cought te put these notshooks
in several of the lecal schonis,

The phone number is Uiversity 4-6900 and theletter Shop extension is 178. I think Miss Koek is in
charge and her extension is 179.

Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 16, 1966

SUBJECT M.X.%. Interviews
TO Helen LeBlanc FROM Kenneth 8. Gleen

I oniy interviewed two people at H.X.7. Gne thing I learnedis that we are going to have to change our approach a little bit
and turn out better recruiting literature.

The one student that was interesting was a girl, whose nameis Barbera Werts, whe would normally graduate next
February but wants to take two terme or so off to work to get a
better idea as to what the industry is like. She had a handicapin coming from a emall girls' school into the middie of N.I.T.
and the strain might be Significant on her, and they do at times
recommend people taking a brank in the middie their qamvas
work because of this. She plane to go hack to scheol in Septexber
ané then finish next June.

She has many of the qualifications that we are looking for.
She is locking for a job where she can contact and solve customers'
problems, which is just the sort of work we have a tough time
keeping engineers happy in. She may also do well in writing,

probably will start right off in because we are perpetually
behind and kide in school are quite used to writing.

There are several questions I forgot to ask her, but itwould you did. She has no references filied out and
ZX am not sure she has any valid ones, but we should really

X don't know what the relationship is of the person
an "In case of accident netify. It would be worth finding out.
It would be worth knowing, although dida't have the nerve to
ask, if she has any immediate plans to get married. I have neo
idea what you pay a person in these cirmmstances, but she might
be willing to 111 in the blank if you encourage her to do se.

be well ifif
have a few.

ZX also interviewed someone named Edward Arom who doesn't
seem particularly inspired. He has worked on computer devices
at .R.C. and is taking the computer course, but I think we had
better wait fer somebody whe has really merce inspiration.

® Kenneth Olsen
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RI-VRRELY "BP08T Kenneth H. Olsen
January 14, 1960

@
Qi] Gear Company

We have always talked about working in the machine tool controlfield but have never had any worth-while contacts. Oil Gear
Company came to us a few weeks ago and told us about a digital
control they need to go with their prime movers which many machine
tool companies use. One of their customers would like to have a
unit working by the Machine Tool Show in September, which means
we would have to have a unit working very soon. Dick Best and
have been working with them but there are many details to be worked
out. It looks iike an interesting field may eventually be
very profitable. We may sell a small console which will run
between $15,000 and $30,000 that might be u in a number of
machines. The system keeps track of s t on of the cutter
or work by counting pulses th=* come a screw. A vari-
ation of thie system would be to drivewith a teping motor and
count the steps, This or smal gachine tools
jig bores.

ovuessing device, the output
tapes so that it can be processed
96 bit words which have to be

buffered and put to feed the tape. We propose
a 1000 word, 6 use our standard circuitry.
Because they have(extra time, we would use our low speed circuitryistors in the switch position. We may

where we now use two fast unsymnet-

Lincoln is building
of which has to be put
by CG-24 or an IBM 709.

and 1
use one &
gical transistors.
Wes, Glark's Joh

Lincoln has another special emergency job which 1s an honest-
to-goodness computer but very small. The memory is 256 words in
10 digits. The program counter is stored in register 9 and there
are only three registers in the machine ~ BIG, the AC, and MAR.
It needs no terminal equipment,

Printer Buffer
Still another memory problem that we will have to face in the

@ next. year is the buffer needed to drive the Anelex line printer.
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There are about 64 type positions on the Anelex print wheel and
72 or 180 depending on the machine used. This memory will
take the core per type position or a 64 by 78 or a 64 by 180 position
memory. Some people would make the storage less and use a patche
board to define the spacing and format of the page, but I'd rather
have thia under program control. This memory could be linear
selection because of the large number of digits and small number of
words.

ARC Computer

There has been a lot of discussion of DEC building Average
Response Computers. The party line on ARC been that we as a
company expect to make ARC's when there is a rket for them. We
are unusually well set up for it and appreci the need. Right
now there is little agreement as to what and until

to build one onwe get some consistent opinions, I would n 4

We will gain a lot of experienc problem when we sell the
to Dr. Weinstein.

My guess as to the c st4cs of a final ARC are as

speculation. We would build one ghy time to order.
:

the memory as 256 words.follows: 256
An analog decoder good to/6 bi ch I think is enough
because of the nature o being measured and also because
of the precision obtained ag a result of averaging. 500 to 1000

si
averages are probably which means that if you do the
process in the
sum of the prec g on of
value of the numb
digit memory.

the number of digits would be the
measurement, or 6 bits, plus the binary

le-minded

of averages, or 10, which would mean a 16

The other problem is what do people want for an output. A
display oscilloscope is very nice to watch. A pen recorder makes
a very nice record. A punched tape makes computer analysis very
nice later. An analog magnetic tape makes a good record of the
experiment. Making a system adaptable to all this and still
complete freedom as far as the rate of which responses are taken
and the rate at which samples are taken after each response leaves
a number of things up in the air as to what the design should be.

Remington Rand Memory

Jack Brown dug up a need at Remington Rand for production
quantities of memories for their new commercial computer. This
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memory is so close to what we are now building for PDP that it is
a natural for us to bid. A contract with them may mean legal
obligations that are implied or explicit that we may not like.
We're going ahead with a bid for things not under our control.
They want two memories in five months and then production quantities
after that depending on how the machine sells. The memories are
identical except that they will contain one, two, or four 4000 word
modules. We are going to bid this the price of the frame and
common circuitry without modules and the price of the modules
separately.
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

t their need for
sful in the appli-
ey have 15 miliion

Andy and I visited John Hancock to see
computers was. They have been unusual, uct
policies which they have to review reg larly
of them they have to bill once
the whole problem on the compu
that although their business
have not had to expand space or
they are looking forward
They are looking at the
of their problem. We th a

Storage is a
decimal digits of anfermation fo
They would like

recation of computers to their
They

numberfor a aood
yet put

hey have put enough on it
per cent each year, theyel for several years; but

1 their work on a computer.
TRETCH because of the size
have a bank of 36 digittheir problem. They have 600

ch of the 15 million policies,
once a day. One magnetic tape

bu

ti
th

thew shou

has only 8 millioh decimal, digits of information, so to hold all
this information they wou d need 120 reels of magnetic tape.

DEC Han

Tom Stockefbrand is finally having success with his high speed
magnetic tape unit. In fact, his problem now is making it slow
enough so the TX-2 can receive the information. A variation of
this would probably be what John Hancock needs. Other applicationswill come up later where we don't need to be compatible with IBM.
I think we should run the machine as fast as we can but drive it
from a capstan which is clutched by a standard magnetic clutch
and use vacuum columns with simple switching. Simple induction
motors will drive the reels directly. We may buy parts enovgh
to run some experiments on a system like this so that if it looks
promising we can decide whether we want to invest a man in it or
not.
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Selection Memory

have an idea that eventually linear selection memories will
be the most economical for large size memories because of the ease
in which the cores are wound and because of their large signals
and lack of temperature variation. As the memory gets smaller,
the advantages of LSM increase. We've worked on this since the
start of the company but they take a little more experimenting
than we have been able to invest. Gne approach we have is to use
two silicon diodes back to back in series with each word line. We
use in the coincident voltage switch. The two diodes back to back
allow current to be switched in both directions.

The second approach is to use a coincide voltage switch with

that follows the pulse so that only unit tonal switch is
necessary.

for each word.single diode in series with a pulse transf
Reading is done with a pulse and writing with the overshot

ITT Computer

Barl Pugh from IfT c
that he has been put in
in three or four months
cycle and 24 digits.
our memory. 5

week or two. fItell him about

sday, January 14, and said
mputer that they want built

ich wilh be\5 or 6 microsecond memory
to buy our plug-in units and
purchase order in about a

ap and visit us so that we can
plug-in units.

uld 1
cla s

e im
the rest

will ge



14, 1960

Shipping List

Sat Regeere/Sarian Andersen

The present list of customer orders has not been coupletely
satisfactory because 4it does not list the date at which
ing is camaitted te release the units. Ewen more serious, copies
of this list are ast sent te enginesring.

the list generated for January 15, will start & new
. dm eééitionformat and sem' copies to the

te the Production, Administrative, es. The
format will be close to the but be divided inte
three sections those overs date list, these
to be shippec the following to be the veek
after, ani those to be shi headings will ber
Customer, Our Their ts, Sue pate, and
{npg Release Rate. TT!

and the *
ts whit net engineering
typed in.

Ym eeparate sheet titied "Unitsa ha
Waiting for This shet should lis all
those ia the prevyous' ca t need & the
following hea mit Model Date, Snginesring

pate, Firet Production Satch Pate,Release Date, Test Data

We'll txy this
as we need it. out thie Pridey and inprevenente

a Gleen



DATF January 13, 1960

= MEMO
TO Bob Rughes FROM Xenneth Olsen

Patents can he relatively inexpensive if we write them up
so that the patent lawyer can understand them readily an4 write his
text quickly and easily. Dick Best thinks we should apply for a
patent on your idea of the cross coupled output stages in the flip-flop.
X you can write this up, I think it would be a pretty good idea
to send it te the patent lawyer and let him give us an estimate as
to whether he thinks it is worth while to patent and an estimate ag
to hew mich it would cost. What he needs if a description of howit works and a detailed explanation as to why it is better than
what has been previously Gone.

Ken Olsen

e
DAP 984



DATF 12, 1960MEMO
TO FROM

The anuary 8 magazine had a high speed, lew
pret sion analog digital converter, on page 538, that you might be
interested in looking at.

Ren Olsen

DAP 984



TO Sem Bughes FROM_ Alsen

MEMO DATF Jumary 12, 1940

Clare Relay now sells their mercury relay coils and sells
separately to be mounted in etched boards. They say that they wiil
do the mounting if people will send the etched board to them.thinkwe showld immediately contact the Clare people and maybe send
ene of cur boards along and then stock as & standard DEC plug-inunit 5 mexcury relays in one unit. of new
WOOTWRERTSG, that is, January 1960, has a picture ef hia.

Ken Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

DAP 984



DATF .1960
TO Sen

TEE MEMO
FROM_ Kenneth Glsen

Mave you ieoked inte the Tally Register Corporation, ef 3300
14th Avenue N.W., Seattle 7, Washington, for thetr high speed tapehich they say is now ready for ant poche? 60
characters per They have an ad on page 42 ef the Novenber
1959 AUTOMATIC CONTROL magazine.

Ken Oleen

DAP 984



*960January 12.

FROM___ Kemmeth Olsen

TEE MEMO
Jim MyersTO

It would
wp, but perhaps it would be a good

om it if you don't normally de so.

he
ze

thie with Loren Prentice se that aii
of

will
be a
FILE
used,

tat) go when they need instruction hooks

file ef a1] that come withthat
he

go

14
BOOK
are

Men Olsen

DAP 984

DATF

We have & instruction hoks
we buy, but z haven't inoked at it fer amachine

time. Xt may Kept wp,
idea fer you te check on it if you don't norm

to go over this with Loren Pre
& when they need

or parts lists for any of the
enols come n, they will be sure that all the
there. Ther@ ahould be a rubber stamp om alli these hoks that
saye LNSTAA TLUM BOOK FILE that they will all end up back

used.

be a id
ef Lis

new machines and
get

ther after they



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 12, 1960

SUBJECT

TO iores Prentice PROM

Gurley would like to use taper pins in the computer.

blocks. accept these are either very unreliable looking
Various other times we have felt the ned but terminal

ox they are trpensive
We may have to make these ourselves in order to mike

At at all a reasonable price.
Gries Reproducer Conpany has dis casting receptacle

blocks for Dictaphone Company. I think they sold them into
a block of plastic, but we might find other ways of using
them. It might be worth a letter to Gries asking if theywill sell these waits separately to other people.

Another possibility would be to take a standard eyelet
and set it in a 5/16 phenelic board over etched wiring that
would he used te connect holes together. After the eyeletis set. a tapered punch would be forced into the hole to leave
it in tapered shape. {Xt might be drill these
holes with a tapered drill in order to make the system work,
but thie gure would be an inexpensive unit and would allow
ws to readily tie different numbers of together.

See page 150 of January 1960 BLECTRICAL
magazine for pictures of the dictaphone teper pin receptacie.

Glsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE 12, 1960

Benuxry Crouse FROM Kenneth 3, Olsen

X'm not real happy with the series 170 terminal
atrips by Cinch-Jones Company that we are using in our
various power supplies ard other equipment. Rulka
Blectric Manufacturing Company has a series which is
much nicer called the 469TT. Will you call Charles
Segal at 2-4334 and find out the price of stripswith the same nusber of terminals as we use on the
Jones 170 series.

Continental Connector also makes terminal strips
which are like the ones we want. Their are
Mz mintature mat board which coms in eight tare
minals and four terminal sizes. Their numbers are
MTB-STM and MYB-4TH. You might do well in getting a
price om that.

There are several Continental connectors that I
would like to have the prices on. Their numbers are
as follows 1900104-168 plug with 104 contacts,
1900104-168 receptacle, hood for plug above, plug and
socket contacts should take AMP $3 taper pins.
1900152-168 and 1900152-16P with heod and contacts to
accept AMP $3 taper pins,

I probably doen't have these correct but
they can understand them and will tell us what we
nhould request or at least could give us an approximate
price.

Keneth Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE Wamuary 12, 1960

SUBJECT

TO George Gerelds FROM Gleam

We need to design 6 standard audio for conpeters,
silk screen it asad give it 4 acdel mumber. We might even want to
mat? a five se. They will cost wery littie
and we then have then om the shelf, This should have 4 volume

built aaim, Zt sise should have a retary switch vith asybe
trgntt that ran hoe tp to different Let's

leave where we can edd a tone control ater, but let's net
put it on the panel mew. There needs te be power avitch, so te

This shoulda be mounted in the $1/4 inch pane) and I think we should

of

start with there will be just two knobs in the freat. We could
pat a 4 by 6 35 by 7 eval speaker in ox @ four or five inch round
@peaker. Allied cataiog, on page 457, has a grill cover
that goes on a § by 7 oval speaker which might simplify the sechanicea
@f the front panei. I cas think of three general approaches te
the circuitry, they are

i. A siagie power transistor, like the we
use in various places, 40 obm voice coil

with traneformera and practicaiiy ne
eultry. This ene may need scmething like & 2N2274
emitter folower driving ite base,

2. The iast two stages from a standard radio receiver,
dike om page 35 of the third edition Generel Electric
Transistor Manual. We should probably use 2224's
because we steck these. z think all three transistors

the sane.
4m series with and bypass it

with an electrelytic capaciter te get rid of the hun.
Thie might anise help if we have theranl runeway inthat it will che current in the

a resistor

3. A reasonably high quality amplifier using 4
power transistors that we might want te use for other
urposes later.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS





INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
Samaxy 12, 1960DATE

SUBJECT

KennethHE.FROMTO George Gerelds and
Bob Bughes

I'm not
aren)' he to Quality

wp a system with which we can regu-
BRC Equipment.

iodic basis er if it should be done in
Probablya

the Engineering Department, but *h= isportant thing

set
our

da that it should be done periodically.

We
larly check ail
sure whether it

& per

the equipment should be put on ench time it is checked.

fill in work fer his pecpic.

test equipment headquarters but send it te whoever will
be fixing it.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

sticker with date and any comments on limitations of

We aust be particularly careful that whee peopleGefective equipment they don't put hark indefective equipment they don't hark in
equipment headquarters but send it te whoever wi

responsible for fixing it. George appreciate
having a steck of defective units te use as a bathiog

Gleen

digital equipment corporation



DATF Jaruary 8 1960

TO arlan Anderson FROM. Xenneth Olsen

EyMEMO

Yam the Bta Kappa Mu BRIDGE of spring of 1959, they say that
Columbia and Princeton Universities received a grant of $175,000
from Rockefeller Foundation for the establishing of the nation's
first center devoted to the composition of research of electronic
music. That outfit prohably needs a very simple, very high speed
computer with not very many digits. They might even be in the
market for a machine like the NSA 10 digit one, in which case,
they could do all the conputation in the machine and have the
actual music come off magnetic tape.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 8, 1960

SUBJECT

TO Rarlan Anderson anf Dick Best FROM Kenneth MH. Glsen

X calied John Harris st Lincoln Laboratory and told him that
we feel a 1000 word memory 6 digits linng makes the cptimm buffer.
They write words on tape every 16 microseconds, but the initial
time he requested was 12 the needed tine
is between. He has turned the project over totx. Popp who is collecting the information ané making a studyef this, This t# partiiarly a magn?' i~ tape put which would
be separate from their main processor, and x think we A

him use all our plug-in units in this portion even
theugh the data processor uses CG-24 units. He asked for rough
eise and price, and x said I thought it would cost about $6,000
for the memory itself. I might be way low on this because of the
coat of engineering, but we may want to absorb part of that cost
ourselves because this might be a useful catalog item. I don't
know how much logic would be involved in addition te the buffer,
mat At would be worth while working this problea out with them.

Theirs data processor has a 96 bit register of which theywill ship the last 6 digits over to the buffer. They will take
eare of shifting 6 bits at a time supplying new information to
the buffer,

X think we id use low speed flip-flops in the memory
addrese register and the main buffer register and use low speedin cur switches, perhaps the light
would do.

Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



7, 1960

Harlan Anderson Kenneth H. Olsen

With our present means of selecting memory, a memory with
a small number of bits and a large munmber of words comes sur<-
prisingly inexpensive; and we should look in IBM 1620 type

but significantly faster because of our

machine but arranged so that in the
in miltiple precision or in words

One possibility would make a 4 it parallel

computer. Ther is a possibility of doing s mg like that

ral casa it will be used
ples 8.

In the ARC memory I feel
16 digits. A very interesting quit might be cheaper to

56 words at about 15 or

It out thet
price because we can use
transistors in the
manufactured cost
isters in each

develops here as to whether
at 4 bits.00

memory does cut its
lip-flops and lower speed
A significant part of the
. is the high speed trans-

tions.

position.
Kenneth H. Olsen

KHO/jv



DATF 7. 1940

TO Best FROM qOlsen

MEMO

While inoking at the waveforms on the memory, I noticed that
there is a tremendous amount of gain on the first stage of the
sense amplifier. My firat reaction of this would be that the
sense amplifier is terribly dependent om transistor gain and, as
@ result, give instability with time. Is 4anger and
should we consider getting the gain with two stages each of
which ie degenerative?

Olsen

DAP 984



DATE January 7, 1960MEMO
OlsenTO

Mave we gotten the new travel for the company?

ZZ we have, we ahsA gend 4 memo to everybody whe travels because

X'm still buying insurance.

Glsen

e
DAP 984



®

DATE January 7, 1960

=MEMO
TO Bie Beat FROM Menmeth 4. {Olsen

Last year several pecpie went to the Solid State Conference
im Philadelphia. We wid decide right away go this
year so that we can get reservations in the right hotel. Perhaps
wa should have a short meeting ef engineers who do design work
and make a decision as to whether it's vorth anybody going or
whether we all should go. Those who go, I think should
the morning of the gan ani fly back the evening it ends
because this cuts the cost significaatiy.

Kenneth#, Olsen
jv

DAP 984



7,

Rand would tite we to bié on the memory for their
pew median aise Thies memé will be in two

four 4096 modules
le length words

ex have twe separate memories and they may want hove the
time-wise. The ly ia aot

very fax along in but theylike to make the memory ia use ehis, it might me
ctaghprogram and would

expensive im iisison time to de ject; but because their
needs are so close te vhat we We should give it careful
onsidexation. They would like estimate in the next few

@ and I teld them wa They have a very marrow
very little experience

fact

i. The cost of the memory. should he
with Gre 4096 word module. The price of
onal) sbotion of 4096 werds would be

opare parte2.
word sanesy or an 8 ox 16,

S A memory te teat the conplete menery
which will probably be very close te the one we
made fer Daystrom, Thie might @ popular

im the field the computers sell well,
should have the same construction

as the

4 A tha



S. Complete and ineteucticns
which would include the license or sight to same

6 Maintenance which weald heve te be ian the

becnuse ef the large sumer of types of
pecple doing maintenance in the far coxnezes of the

ete]:
gir

aly
a

at
he

AC

a
nh

nak
[i

SO
T

ret
i

sil
HE

beliz
visi

f

ff
vu

eddy

t was erigiaallyit as we
ower.
have

®4
the

492
'our wemexy we
lay with heosuse

We

we work
yas of

411 he



Suge

will csentetn for each 4000 words of
& positions or 32 evitch

26 digit drivers ex 7 unite, end the switches.the mmbex of wires going te each module I figure ie 32 selection
26 input vires, 26 eutpat, ples a few signal lines, oHf

Thay would like to heve a1] this o plug se
They realice, ae we did

anles point if you could
just mace im,

they will Gown on the
They requested apare plane and spare sacklim require-meet, They specify the paint em the iaterior bet will

prebebly modify this and will met be etxis aspectfied
the grede of

takepertion and se the memory supplier
@elays and signal
fycle tins 6 microecconds and seams) doubtful thet meek will
be if the sumery ren at

They. of
The couputer har a pute outm6 iow second w de with
23 volt hese time arevoit= tine are

These enn be by the memory te help synchren-

ili
if

bag
ei

af

act write start cycie information come ia
uted using pulses. Tre the memory* that are bold ali through t
@ memory should produce a BC led memowytelia the conputer when ie im ape. re
ve & a few mia
ne te notify the cenputer that the memory will

Their levels are 6 and -3 nominally
@ little tighter than we sormaliy he Give our

@ any bid wo



Page 4

We will bi4 om thie job we can
easily prebabily 4e a better job than anyone else enn de. Ther

# and we will have te vary carefelly at
the legal

the sight te manufacture thie manmery which eneme
chan cen



7, 1960

Jom Marris, ef Lincein Laboratory, asked we would be
interested in building a memory to be used as tape buffer for
thes. This is a quite common problem and
Magnetics and General Ceramics, and Bpace do

general case would be the one te
put them on tape 6 bits at a time

eve Telemeter
ficant business

stere 96 bit wordsin ehia line. Lino!" Laboratory wants this
and take them eff 6 bites at a time to tape

coming
from tape.

Because the weal 1

most people take advantage drive with shift register
ex some other sequential xough pricing and it
looks like our atandard memory wsing standard coincident
current memory would make\a\very cai buffer ané give a ict
more freedom beca as @ memory eddrese register

sequential,

for selection. we at fer Lincela weud be
1000 of 6 m and use apeed circuitry ineluding a
low speed switch is lor mencay selection. The same memory
eould be made wi mic cycle er better by simply
putting in high high speed switch units.

My fixret pass at pricing one of these mkes it look like a
fermula price ef about $5,000 for the 12 micresecend memory and
a formulas price of about $8,000 or $9,000 for the § micrasecond
memory. The cataicg price think would be about $7,500 for the
iow speed wnit and about $1,200 fer the high speed unit, hut thisis only a right ROM. :



Jamary 7, 1960

Baffex for Anslex Line Printer
Marian Anderson/dick Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley

We're going + nm how we
using the Anelex line printer. it that ate me
qeing to be necessary. This buffer may be the bulk of the legie
device might he off-line depending how it isthat Anelexim an off-line installation, and it

Xt might be possible te mke a buffer which would
of 6 sinplebe very econcmical. This weuld

flip~fleps in a plug-in unit with a
address of the character written the out
be 6 AND circuits that would Amp #2 ou

ing a

ts with the
rotation counter. These would be together so that when

the
flip-flops the print
sinple flip-flops might
thyratron type transi
is mot readily obvicus.

a éxiggered. Ma™ a{~
fact we might use the

to AND six AND's

The other

the rotation counter corre

memory. Because duesa

number of words is small and the nusber of digits is high, linear
selection te be the choice, because the cost of
sense amplifiers and digit drivers is less for linear selection.
We should annnider using large cores with several turns for this.
The 64 position switch can be our regular coincident current

be read nte and the memory 198 register will be used for

per position on the printGo net put out s, one gat by with only six cores
per character one cuore
whel (about 64). we are now considering has 64 lines
acress but we shoul to use the one with 160 across. This
core array would be with 64 (ox 160) digits. When the

ewilch but have low speed transistors. The memory
adress register sheuld count that it can be the rotation count.
During the paper will be advanced and the buffer willrotation



Sage 2

@ writing the information from the computer. Paring the next
retation the printing takes place and the MAR is the rotation
counter .

An off-line printer would probably be a very salable

Glee



January 7, 1960

Bob Hughes Kenneth H. Olsen

I'm becoming quite concerned about the delays which result
after something appears to be released to production. It seems
that we schedule the release of plug-in units
exactly enough time to meet the schedule, but
release a unit which doesn't have to come ba
like to have you propose a system or sc ule
maybe in the next bi-weekly, that will
We may, for instance, release things a days

that there is
practically never
er rework. I'd

products,
uling

absolutely neded to allow for t also, if
we looked over our experiences, draw some as to what

parameter or lines leftthings we overlooked, such as,
out of the etched wiring which we\might catch by careful checking
and drafting.

I don't know enous

area so you shoultin't any thie a criticism but I am
aire we are ying tr mir
as we get closer new systens,

ben going on in this

eadyxa
Laboratory is frightfully unhappy

about this delay speed pulse amplifier which they
needed to run their shift registers? This is one group
which we wanted to inp so mich ard which Norm Daggett was
trying to sell cur equipment to. If we should de something special
now and as an interim to make another visit to make them happy,
we shoul do this for sure.

De you

Kenneth H. Olsen
jv



DATF January §,
FROM xemmeth Olsen

E MEMO

Andy, % promised John Harris at Lincoln Laboratory that 2°

call him today (Monday, January 4) but I couldn't get him the

Would you give him a ring just te tell him that x didn't

forget an? that 1°11 call him em Wednesday. His extension is 280

and the number is Volunteer 2-3370.

lem

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January

SUBJECT Copy for
TO Harlan Andereon/Jack Atwood FROM

The firat paragraph fail « litle fiat with me, prehbily
because X head te read the first sentence a few times to understandis. X "de it yourssif* as what pecple do when they buy
Building Biocks, not when they design their am eo we
are ancrareging *de it youreelf* te q extent, and se i
think we the words. I don't think we should compare
buying cur equipment with developing from because I think
we sheuld assume the difference in evet is just overwhelming and
not worth stating.

the second paragraph is very interesting wed T think we
make that the first paragragh. A last read,

"Well under $100,000 for the basic 19 digit machiae, * Sow, as
second paragraph I would propose replacement for the first one
and the second paragraph could say something to the effect that,

OP ia fast and inexpensive because the assembly time is very
becnuse we ese DEC Syatem Building Blocks. Anybody oan

niseshle plier Tyee lire "hia getcriy when they
wee URC Building

The third foliew. The fourth one is a little
weak because it is generating @ good deal of interest when really
47 (es fning more than *hat, We might go semething like this,
"fhe OBC 1800 Series Memory Testers are fast. becoming the standards
of the industry. This uit fe a integrated system for
testing coincident current magnetic cere memory planes and stacks
under conditions. it carrent

and avitches for testing 4096 cores simultaneously vith
completely aijustabis timing and logie te make the so-called

patterns, SBC is new eoming out with a new model that
will alse test linear selection memories and check several digits
simaitaneously while testing coincident current menories. °

Another paragraph might the mew calibrated sense
auplifier fee single coxe testing end memory testing.

Gisen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT

TO Marian Andereen/Ben FROM

INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

is a general purpose, high apeed digtte? compater designed
be the "enter 8 syste or a high

system. contre] makes it 8
particularly versatile machine. Its completely solid state logicn?
elements make it economical in space and power an presths
the reliability sedd fer

vor io a parallel, single adéress, tingit
computer. The main storage element is a coincident current
matic core menory available in medules of 4096 worits. Magneti
tape is used for auxiliary aterage and as a means of traneferring

zx. 3.
ia modular in design to make it possible to adapt

machine to custemers' particular neds a
at. a inter date. The medic element and control take about

7 tact in the center of the main frame. To the right there is a
32 inch module added for each three banks ef 4096 words cf maneryY the ieft there ta 22 inches added for ench magnetic tage handler.
This wain frase ts shipped in pieces and can be added te on the
ends between the wnite at any time.

Fi 4 ! 7 fjané contains the operates controls ani ail the indicators
necessary fer opexvating the machine ané At.

Pigere 15 8 photegvaph of which is mechanically
te bat smaller in aise.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Suge

Z gianceéd through the vest and doen't beve het supgentions
beet think we enght fiat part quar and over
te see Af we can't heed it ep a littie and wake it reed seal enesth
beunsse it's about an Suc as moet poeple get.

2 think we should hewe Conley go ever the instruction
this in ferni! wietaher besides having

many people in the company reed the Thing ac postibis,



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
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DATE 4, 1960
SUBJECT

TO FROM

tory,
and kn

price on
magnet,

g syaten. They 6 with
th just the stac 4 then

stac
ave him a list o her
his

Gigit words which
et 6 tape. I asked

rds of 6 digitslik ZX think theywt he wasn't
word menexy hae

4600 word enit wouldth
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